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Crowley’s uniquely-designed Harbor Class tugs provide superior safety and efficiency.

When it comes to assisting ships in tight, confined ports, Crowley’s Harbor Class tugs are the best in the business.

For starters, they’re designed and built to be extremely fast and maneuverable. Thanks to Voith Schneider cycloidal

propulsion units, our tugs are more than capable of working any part of any vessel. Our Harbor Class tugs also have

specially designed skegs that allow them to slow down and steer a ship at the same time. In addition, each tug is

equipped with a custom-designed winch that gives them rendering and recovery capabilities even in rough seas. And since it’s controlled

right from the wheel house, it allows our captains to react quicker for safer and more efficient assists.

The Crowley crew is also the best in the business. Take Mike Wilson. He joined Crowley 21 years ago, and now serves

as captain of one of our Harbor Class tugs. Mike and all Crowley crew members undergo a pre-voyage safety session

at the beginning of their two-week shifts, plus two on-board safety sessions and a fire and boat drill during each shift

cycle. You can’t find that kind of dedication and experience anywhere else.

To find out more about our services in the harbors of Los Angeles/Long Beach, San Diego, Oakland and San Francisco Bay Area,

Tacoma, Seattle, North Puget Sound and Prince William Sound/Valdez, Alaska, call Crowley Ship Assist & Escort at 800-248-8632.

Or visit www.crowley.com.

“Close quarters and narrow channels? Not a problem when
you’re operating the most maneuverable tug in the harbor.”

~ Mike Wilson • Captain of the Leader

Liner Shipping • Worldwide Logistics • Petroleum & Chemical Transportation • Alaska Fuel Sales & Distribution • Energy Support •
Project Management • Ship Assist & Escort • Ship Management • Ocean Towing & Transportation • Salvage & Emergency Response www.crowley.com
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TANK CLEANING
We assist Tanker Operators with:

Chemical Tank Cleaning during cargo changeover from DPP to various CPP, CPP to 
Water White Standard, removal of MTBE residues, Inert Gas Soot, Dye, Veg. Oil etc. 

Preparation and assessment of the required tank cleaning 

Tank Cleaning Advice and Recommended Tank Cleaning Procedure 

Delivery of newly IMO-approved Marine Tank Cleaners from stocks world wide 

Delivery of chemical injection and special spraying equipment 
Supercargo and Supervision during the cleaning at sea by experienced experts

NAVADAN · Hojvangen 13 · P.O.Box 35 · DK-3060 Espergaerde · Denmark · www.navadan.com 
Tel. +45-4917 0357 · Fax +45-4917 0657 · E-mail: navadan@navadan.com 

IMO-approved Chemicals 
in accordance with 
MEPC.1 / Circ.590 



When the ISM Code was first

being drafted, in the early 1990's,

there was little by way of helpful

guidance as to who this new

character - the Designated Person

Ashore (DPA) - should be*.

Among the questions unanswered at the time

were - what qualifications, or experience

should he or she have, what their job role

would be, or what training they would

require?

Indeed, the final draft of the code which

was made mandatory through a new Chapter

IX of the SOLAS Convention and which took

effect on 1st July 1998 for Phase One vessels

provided little help in resolving these

questions.

Within ship operating companies there is a

wide spectrum of individuals who are

performing the role of the DPA. There are

certainly some who are enthusiastic ex masters

or chief engineers who have come out of the

company fleet and who have received relevant

training - these are probably quite close to the

ideal. However, there are some who appear to

have been given the DPA position as a

retirement job, or because they were not

suitable to continue with a seagoing career. 

Often this category of DPA has received

very little by way of training into their new

role as it seems to have been assumed that an

ex-master or ex-chief will automatically know

how to run a safety management system

(SMS). This is a serious mistake. Frequently

this category of DPA has little understanding

of what a safety management system is, or

how it should work and, not surprisingly, there

is often a seriously distorted understanding of

what is required throughout the company. 

Without an effective DPA the company will

be achieving few positive benefits from their

SMS. The result is often a system, which

generates large volumes of paper and thus it is

reduced to not much more than ensuring that

all the boxes are ticked on all the forms and

filed away neatly to keep the auditor happy. 

The bottom line is that many SMSs have

stagnated because the DPA has not received

relevant training in management systems and

safety management in particular. Often the

DPA is not aware that he or she is lacking the

knowledge and unfortunately, the first time

these deficiencies come to light is following a

major incident when an external consultant or

lawyer puts the company SMS under the

microscope.

So what qualifications, training and

experience does a DPA require, which will

allow him/her to do the job properly? These

official guidelines are set out in IMO MSC-

MEPC.7/Circ.6 which was issued on 19th

October 2007.

By following these guidelines a company

stands to improve the way in which it manages

safety with the positive benefits that this will

bring. Companies who may be tempted to

ignore the guidelines, or feel that their own

DPA does not need any training should take

note of Section 5 which reads:

5 Company Requirements and Records :

5.1 The Company should provide training

courses covering qualification, training and

experience and the appropriate procedures

connected to compliance with the ISM Code,

including practical training and continuous

updating.  The Company should also provide

documentary evidence that the DPA has the

relevant qualification, training and experience

to undertake the duties under the provisions of

the ISM Code.

One significance of this is that when the

external auditor from the flag state

administration or recognised organisation

comes along for the verification audit for the

DOC, he/she is very likely to ask to see

objective evidence that the DPA is properly

qualified and that the company has provided

the DPA with the proper training - which will

be on an ongoing basis. A company who

cannot produce such evidence is very likely to

have a number of non-conformities raised

against it.

Similarly, if the company experiences a

major incident with one of its ships then the

investigators and lawyers are very likely to

require sight of the evidence to show that the

DPA was properly qualified and experienced

and had been receiving proper and

appropriate training. 

This could very easily be in respect of

establishing whether a ship operator had

exercised the necessary degree of 'due

diligence' for if that due diligence has not been

achieved the ship operator may lose its

defences under the Hague Visby Rules, for

example, or under their hull and machinery

contract - with very expensive and unwanted

consequences.

*We have given this comment page over

to a synopsis of a detailed review of the

DPA training requirements researched by

Dr Phil Anderson, managing director of

ISM specialist consultancy ConsultISM.

The full text of his article can be found in

Issue 10 of ReportISM, which can be

accessed through the ConsultISM website

www.consultism.co.uk 

COMMENT

What does the DPA need to know?

TO
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receive free e-mail copies of

TANKEROperator by filling in

the form displayed on the
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Free trial copies of the printed

version are also available from

the website. These are limited to

tanker company executives and

are distributed at the publisher's

discretion. 





having those benefits extended to

their families.  However, 17%

received no additional benefits.

Around 63% opted for a pension

and 56.3% wanted medical/health

insurance for their families. 

Given today's living conditions,

the internet was the most

important on board facility

coming in at 70.7% of all

respondents, but only 38% had

access to it. However, over 60%

claimed to be able to receive and

send e-mails. As for on board

telephones, 65.1% claimed access

to a phone and 36.2% access to

satellite television.

When considering whether to

join a particular vessel, 45% said

the age and condition were

paramount, while 38.9% cited the

on board living conditions.

Timely salary payments came in

third at 32.3%. 

Despite the rhetoric over

piracy, criminalisation, paper

work, fatigue, lack of shore leave

as deterrents to not going to sea,

67.6% quoted being apart from

friends and family as the worst

case scenario. 

*Bound copies of the full

report are available at £25

from www.shiptalkjobs.com

which also houses a free read

only version. Corporate

copies are also available. 

A
survey conducted

during October and

November last year

asked serving

seafarers to fill in a 30-question

multiple choice document online

on the themes of 'attraction and

retention'.

Of the 229 respondents, around

2.6% were female, which broadly

reflected the gender split in

seafarers today, Shiptalk said. The

returns showed that they were an

ageing profile of senior officers,

43.2% of which had spent more

than 21 years at sea. Most

(55.4%) entered service between

the ages of 16-19 and 57.7% went

strait from school or college. 

What Shiptalk found more

interesting was the percentage of

seafarers who went to sea

between the ages of 20-25. This

may have been due to a recent

push of graduate training schemes

as it was noted that some 23.1%

went strait from university. 

The fact that only 5.7% were

over 26 years old when first

going to sea may be indicative of

the shortage of officers and the

need to recruit from those who

are looking for an alternate career

at sea later in life.

When studying how seafarers

learnt about a career at sea a huge

42% cited advice from family and

friends. Shiptalk said it recently

attended a conference at which

the question was asked of the

delegates - raise your hands if

you would recommend a career at

sea. Not one person responded.

About 15.8% of the respondents

had received advice from school

or university careers advisors,

suggesting that sea awareness

programmes such as those run by

Sea Vision and the Merchant Navy

Training Board were taking effect,

Shiptalk said. Another 8.5% of

those who answered the survey

learnt of the opportunity to go to

sea through the internet. However,

this source of information has only

been around for the past five to 10

years.

Money

Money and the possibility of a

tax free status was a motivating

factor in 31.8% of the responders.

In the second survey in the series

remuneration will be looked at in

greater detail, Shiptalk said. The

third will cover training. 

When applying for jobs, 35.4%

went strait to the companies that

they wanted to work for. However,

20 years ago this was easier as the

shipping industry today is more

fragmented. Indeed, 16.6% said

they had applied through their

local crewing manager. Perhaps

most worrying was the fact that

3.9% said they had paid for their

first seagoing post. 

More than half (52.8%) said

that they had to pay for their pre-

sea training, which would

obviously put would be

applicants off, or drive them into

the hands of unscrupulous

employers who would loan the

money to the trainees at

exorbitant rates. 

No less than 45% said that they

had looked forward to a long career

at sea when first joining, achieving

the highest rank and retiring with a

pension. Some 49.3% were

motivated to become masters or

chief engineers and reach the top of

their chosen profession. However,

the remainder looked at this career

move as a more temporary

opportunity and/or a stepping stone

to a to another career or life choice. 

Salary was cited by 31.5% of

the respondents as the most

important factor, which kept them

at sea. However, more

reassuringly was the 20% who

quoted 'job satisfaction', which

was on a par with leave time

(19.3%). This was valued more

highly than the need for paid

leave (12%). Promotional

prospects only came in at 6.1%,

but this may have been due to the

fact that 76.4% of all respondents

had already reached senior officer

rank. The old chestnut of 'seeing

the world' dropped to just 8%, a

fall of 10% on when the

respondents first went to sea. 

As for employment benefits,

personal medical/health insurance

plans were received by 35.4% of

all respondents with 20.5%

MARKETS - SEAFARERS
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[...at a recent] conference, the question was asked 

of the delegates - raise your hands if you 

would recommend a career at sea. 

Not one person responded.

“

”

TO

A seafarers lot - 
is it a happy one?

The results of a research project, the first in a series entitled 

‘Life at Sea Surveys 2007-2008’* was recently published by 

Shiptalk Recruitment and Gilmour Research and makes interesting reading. 
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systems, to be forwarded to

MEPC for discussion and

possible adoption by the

committee. It was, however,

decided not to recommend that a

market-based instrument, or its

trials, be included in the

amendments to Annex VI.

NOx regs for new

engines

The sub-committee also developed

a three-tier structure for new

engines, which would set

progressively tighter nitrogen oxide

(NOx) emission standards for new

engines depending on the date of

their installation. Tier I represented

the 17 g/kW standard stipulated in

the existing Annex VI.

For Tier II, it was agreed to

recommend a standard that would

see NOx emission levels for

engines installed from 1st January

2011 reduced by a figure of

between 15.5% and 21.8%,

depending on their operating

parameters.

With regard to Tier III, a

number of delegations said that a

geographically based approach

requiring significant reductions in

designated emission control areas

(ECAs), should be introduced. It

was felt that such an approach

would provide a global framework

for reducing NOx emissions in

coastal areas with the most severe

problems, while allowing

operation at the Tier II level

outside the designated ECAs. This

approach would offer significant

protection of the environment and

human health, while avoiding the

increased fuel consumption that is

associated with less advanced

NOx reduction technologies, the

committee said.

The recommended Tier III

standard, applicable to newbuilds

beginning on 1st January 2016,

will, therefore, see a reduction of

80% from Tier I levels in specific

ECAs  designated through IMO.

The organisation will develop

area designation guidelines,

taking into account the

environmental impact. The

meeting also noted that Japanese

engine manufacturers were

already developing advanced

engine treatment systems to meet

the proposed Tier III standard.

As for existing engines, the

working group also looked at

whether it was possible to establish

a standard applicable to pre-2000

marine diesel engine installations.

While a wide range of opinion

exists on the question of whether

such a standard is appropriate and

practical, many delegations felt

that insufficient information and

studies had been submitted to

make a decision. It was, therefore,

agreed that further information

would be necessary at MEPC 57.

NOx Technical Code

As for the NOx Technical Code,

earlier debates concerning the

certification of serially produced

engines, direct measurement and

monitoring methods, a draft

certification procedure for

existing engines, and test cycles

to be applied to Tier II and Tier

III engines, were resolved.

It was agreed that this should

be left to the administration to

decide whether serially produced

engines will be required to be

certified individually, and that

each engine should be

accompanied throughout its life

on board ship, while under the

authority of an administration, by

a certificate demonstrating its

conformity as part of a generic

engine family certification, or a

certificate issued for a single unit.

Draft text for chapter 6.4 of the

NOx Technical Code concerning

direct measurement and

monitoring was further developed

and agreed, and test cycles to be

applied for the Tier II and Tier III

NOx standards were also agreed.

It was, however, recognised that

the test cycle and respective load

points may be reviewed in the

future, as necessary. 

* The respective parts per

million (ppm) and corresponding

percentages all refer to

maximum sulphur content limits.

Draft amendments to

revise MARPOL

regulations on the

prevention of vessel air

pollution were agreed at

the recent meeting of

the IMO sub-committee

on bulk liquids and

gases (BLG).

The sub-committee agreed a draft

revised Annex VI to the

MARPOL Convention and

amendments to the NOx

Technical Code. These will now

be submitted to the marine

environment protection

committee (MEPC), which meets

for its 57th session from 31st

March to 4th April this year. 

A number of options remain

open for discussion at MEPC,

which is expected to approve the

amendments prior to their formal

adoption at MEPC 58 (6-10th

October). The amendments would

then enter into force 16 months

later, in March 2010, or on a date

to be decided by the committee.   

The comprehensive report by

the informal cross government/

industry scientific group of

experts, established to evaluate the

effects of the different fuel options

proposed under the revision of

MARPOL Annex VI, together

with the outcome of the inter-

sessional meeting of the air

pollution working group held in

Berlin in October/November 2007,

enabled the BLG sub-committee

to make significant progress.

The working group was tasked

with reviewing six options. The

sub-committee agreed to reduce

the six options to just three, as

listed below (The figures in square

brackets remain open for further

consideration by the MEPC):

Option 1 Global

1%        (10,000 ppm)* fuel

standard applied globally in

[2012]    

0.50%   (5,000 ppm) fuel

standard applied globally in

[2015]

Option 2 Global / regional

Global cap remains unchanged

at 4.50% (45,000 ppm)

Emission Control Areas require

0.10% (1,000 ppm) standard in

[2012]

Option 3 Global / regional with

micro-areas

Global cap is lowered to 3%

(30,000 ppm) in [2012]

Emission control area standard

lowered to 1% (10,000 ppm) in

[2010]

Emission control area standard

lowered to 0.50% (5,000 ppm) 

in [2015]

Micro-emission control areas may

be established at a distance of no

more than 24 miles from the

baseline with a 0.10% (1,000

ppm) standard.  A proposal for the

control areas must be submitted to

the IMO for review, but are to be

subject to a relaxed set of criteria.

These three options have now

been put to the MEPC. However,

the respective implementation

dates, control levels, and concepts

outlined in the above options

would all be subject to debate and

modification.

Concern 

A concern was raised over

whether sufficient quantities of

compliant fuel would be available

to support the options. All the

options would require significant

changes in product output from

many refineries around the world,

with some representing an

unprecedented single step

regulatory change compared to

those that have driven global fuel

markets in the past decade. 

Particular attention was drawn to

the need to maintain the production

link between marine fuel and land-

based fuel with respect to

specifications around the world and

to adopt a phased approach

enabling refinery and supply

configurations to be adapted, in

response to market signals, to

ensure continued availability and

supply without major disruption.

A number of other matters

were also addressed, including

finalisation of draft exhaust gas

cleaning guidelines and wash

water discharge criteria for such

INDUSTRY - NEWS
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Navadan receives IMO
approval

offer training and education for

both Stena and Sonangol

seagoing and shore-based

personnel", explained Ryder. 

A Suezmax pool, which started

in 2005, currently consists of 13

vessels, both owned and

chartered. The new Panamax pool

is a further development of the

same concept, but in another

market segment. 

The head office for the pool is

located in Stena Bulk's Houston

headquarters, although the

group's other offices all over the

world are also involved. 

"The newly started Panamax

pool effectively raises the

service level for our customers

including our refinery in

Luanda, Angola", said Baptista

Sumbe, executive chairman of

Sonangol, USA, which is a

wholly-owned subsidiary of the

Angolan state oil company,

Sonangol EP. 

Leading tank cleaning

concern, Navadan,

recently received

confirmation that

another four of its

products are official

approved for tank

cleaning, according to

the IMO-standard.

This brings the total number of

approved Navadan-products up to

16. The IMO list currently

consists of 73 products.

Navadan claimed that it was

the only Danish company to

appear on the list. Several major

shipowners/operators have taking

a position on IMO approved

chemicals. One of the leading

Danish concerns said; "Our

commercial department has

decided only to use the newly

approved IMO chemicals, from

1st of January this year".

The company also said that its

customers had already experienced

great advantages from the recently

acquired tank cleaning activities of

the Croatian company Credere. 

The staff now consists of

supervisors and a senior

supercargo, which was deemed

necessary to keep up with the

increasing demand for qualified

tank cleaning experts in the

market. The use of an

experienced supervisor optimises

both time and procedure when it

comes to chemical tank cleaning

due to a special cargo

changeover, Navadan said.

Following the Croatian take

over, the company now offers

supercargo assistance before tank

cleaning. This saves a day or two

in the entire cleaning process and

the main part of this saving goes

to the customer as Navadan only

charges the normal fee per day

for this service.

Stena Bulk and Sonangol

have further expanded

their collaboration by

starting a Panamax

tanker pool.

The Panamaxes carry both crude

oil and petroleum products

operating in the Atlantic trades, as

well as sailing in a round-the-

world service. 

Currently, the pool operates

with five Panamaxes, but the aim

is to expand it over the next few

years to 10 vessels by purchasing

or chartering additional tonnage.

"This new venture is a direct

spin-off from the successful

collaboration involving a

Suezmax pool, which Stena Bulk

and Sonangol have been

operating for some years. The

aim is the same - to enhance

efficiency and thus increase

revenue", said Ulf Ryder, Stena

Bulk's president and ceo. "In

addition, we will also continue toTO

New Panamax tanker pool

TO



to authorities' requirements but

take a proactive approach to

avoid damaging the marine

environment during operations."

Underlying causes of pollution

incidents included failure and

misuse of valves, overflows,

defects in plate and pipes, hose

rupture, contaminated bilges and

faulty gauges. Castrol thought that

the replacement of conventional

mineral oils with biodegradable

lubricant in equipment where there

is a risk of accidental spillage or

leakage and consequent

environmental damage could

eventually become mandatory. 

At the same time, Castrol

Marine announced that it had

joined together with Eco Ports,

IMarEST and ProSea to raise the

awareness of the problem of

environmental damage from oil

leaks from ships in ports and

harbours.

Gilmour said; "The aim is to

inform the industry on oil leak

and spillage issues and motivate

the industry to take positive

action to reduce the impact of oil

entering the marine eco system."

The objectives of the campaign

are to make the industry aware of

the operational leakage and

discharge of oil and its effects on

the marine environment and to

think about ways of reducing the

amount of operational leakage 

of oil.

"Large oil spills at sea have

got most attention when it comes

to environmental problems with

shipping," Gilmour said. "Beside

the big tanker accidents, there are

other problems that are at least as

serious and we support any

measures to protect the marine

environment.

"The use of biodegradable oils

can reduce the environmental

impact of ship operations, but we

also need to urge the shipping

industry to think about ways they

can help reduce the amount of oil

leaked and spilled when vessels

are in ports. Reducing human

error is absolutely vital if we are

to tackle the problem."

Castrol Marine has

reached its first

milestone in the roll-out

of the world's first

comprehensive range of

biodegradable marine

lubricant with a major

order to supply Turkish

chemical tanker

operator Chemmariner

Shipping.

David Gilmour, BP-Castrol

marine sales director, said: "We

are delighted to successfully

complete our first customer order

for biodegradable lubricant. As

we begin the roll-out of this new

product range we are extremely

encouraged by the high levels of

enthusiasm that bio oil has

generated among our customers.

"There are likely to be some

serious shifts in the 'green product'

landscape during the next few

years," Gilmour added. "Some of

the coming changes may be

influenced by legislation regarding

the environmental performance of

ships and so-called 'green

incentives', while others will come

about because of consumer

pressure on logistics suppliers to

demonstrate green credentials."

Chemmariner will initially use

Castrol Marine's Biostat 220 stern

tube oil on its fleet of vessels.

Biostat 220 is part of the Castrol

Marine Greendeck range of

biodegradable lubricants launched

in 2007. The hydraulic, stern

tube, gear oils and greases are

claimed to be 100% more

biodegradable than conventional

mineral oils. 

The first vessel to take delivery

of the bio oil was the Alfatem, a

6,753 dwt tanker built in 2000,

while at Antwerp. The remainder

of the fleet - the Acacia, Star 1

and Lilac - will switch to Biostat

220 in the near future.

Chemmariner Shipping also

said that it plans to deploy the

full range of biodegradable

products on its entire newbuild

programme. The first

newbuilding to carry Castrol

Marine bio products is expected

to be delivered later this year. 

In total, five new chemical

tankers are scheduled for delivery

between 2008 and 2010. All of

these vessels' deck hydraulic

systems, gearboxes and stern

tubes will be filled with Castrol

Marine biodegradable oils. 

November launch

Castrol Marine launched what it

claimed was the world's first

comprehensive range of

biodegradable marine lubricant

last November.

This new range of

biodegradable hydraulic, stern

tube, gear oils and greases are

100 times less toxic and 100%

more biodegradable than

conventional mineral oils and

exceed the requirements of the

US Environmental Protection

Agency. This cuts the risk of

environmental damage from

accidental leakage, a routine

occurrence in the maritime

industry, particularly among older

vessels, Castrol said. 

It is estimated that over 30 mill

gallons of oil is leaked from ships

during normal operations in ports

and harbours every year - more

than three times the Exxon Valdez

oil spill. Machinery failure and

human error are the major

contributing factors. According to

industry data, leakages of five to

1,000 tonnes have dropped

dramatically in the last few years,

but those under five tonnes have

eased only marginally. 

Speaking at the launch,

Gilmour said; "This illustrates

how important it is to guard

against the smallest spillages. The

management and control of

marine pollution is steadily

assuming a higher priority for

ship operators as governments

and official bodies focus

increasingly on environmental

infringements and threaten

personnel with criminal

prosecution. However, the

industry should not simply react
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Alfatem is claimed to be the first vessel to use biodegradable lubricants.
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Castrol Marine wins first order for biodegradable lubricants 
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GLAs applaud US eLoran decision

Commissioners of Irish Lights.

Together, they have the statutory

responsibility for the provision of

marine aids to navigation (AtoNs)

around the British Isles.

They are funded by 'Light

Dues' charged on various classes

of shipping calling at ports in the

UK and Ireland.  The Secretary of

State for Transport sets the level

of light dues to be charged in the

UK and the Minister for

Transport sets the levels of light

dues to be charged in Ireland. 

The UK and Ireland's

General Lighthouse

Authorities (GLAs) have

applauded the US

decision to implement

Enhanced Loran

(eLoran) as a

complement to the

Global Positioning

System (GPS),

particularly in the event

of an outage or

disruption in service.

Robust, reliable and high-

performance positioning,

navigation and timing (PNT) is

the lifeblood of modern society's

critical infrastructure influencing

power systems,

telecommunications, transport

and finance. 

GPS has revolutionised PNT

but it has known vulnerabilities.

Galileo will have a positive

impact on GPS system-level

vulnerability although all satellite

navigation systems share

common vulnerabilities at signal

and user levels.

eLoran is a terrestrial

radionavigation system, one that

is fully independent of GPS and

delivers complementary levels of

performance.  It allows GPS users

to retain the safety, security and

economic benefits of GPS even

when their satellite services are

disrupted.

The US decision establishes

eLoran's role as a key component

of the future US PNT mix: the

world's premier satellite

navigation service provider

knows its own vulnerabilities, has

done extensive analysis and has

settled on eLoran as the solution.

Other satellite navigation

service providers have a similar

PNT mix: the Russian Federation

operates its Glonass satellite

navigation system and its version

of eLoran, Chayka; and the

People's Republic of China is

developing its Compass satellite

navigation system and has

deployed Loran in Asia.  Now

Europe needs a similar eLoran

back up to complement its

coming Galileo system.

The GLAs said that they have

long identified the need for

eLoran to mitigate satellite

navigation vulnerabilities,

resulting in the GLAs deploying

their new eLoran station in

Cumbria.  Together with stations

in Norway, France, Germany and

the Faeroe Islands, they are now

providing a trial eLoran service in

Northern Europe.

In determining its long-term

PNT mix, Europe needs a mature

and rational debate about GNSS

vulnerability that recognises both

the benefits of having two

satellite navigation systems,

Galileo and GPS, as well as the

benefits of system diversity based

on eLoran, the GLAs said.

The GLAs have called for

governments, service providers

and users to demand a European

Radio Navigation Plan based on

Galileo, GPS and eLoran.  Only

in this way can a robust, reliable

and high-performance PNT mix

in Europe be established that will

protect the European critical

infrastructure and allow users to

retain the safety, security and

economic benefits of GPS that

they enjoy, even when their

satellite services are disrupted.

The UK and Irish GLAs are

Trinity House, the Northern

Lighthouse Board and the

Trinity House’s Jeremy de Halpert is a supporter of eLoran.
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techniques.

A company mascot can be

created to give safety a form and

face, rather than conveying it

purely in the abstract. 

3D graphics prove to be more

effective in conveying correct and

easy interpretations of rules and

regulations, especially to those

whose command of English is

limited.

Changes can easily be

incorporated.

Wrong procedural

consequences can be effectively

shown.

KARCO was founded in 2004

to provide value added services to

the shipping industry, including

tank cleaning superintending,

tanker inspections by way of pre-

vetting, navigation audits as per

the TMSA guidelines and internal

audits for ISM. 

The company has also built up

an operational chemical tanker

consultancy division, which

advises on the setting up of a

chemical tanker department within

a tanker company and will also

advise on the rules, regulations and

guidelines to be followed. 

KARCO can also help with the

day-to-day operations of chemical

tankers and offers on-the-job

training for oil and chemical

carrier seafarers. Assistance can

also be given in preparing the

relevant documentation, both for

chemical and crude oil tankers. 

In addition, it offers a chemical

cleaning service by acting as

agents in and around Mumbai,

Jawaharlal Nehru Port, Mundra

and Kandla and hazardous

chemical cargo salvage

operations can also be co-

ordinated by the company. 

A
3D animation clip

depicting the recent

Hebei Spirit incident

was recently created

by Mumbai-based Karishima

Consultancy Services (KARCO)

in co-operation with the VLCC's

manager V Ships Asia based in

Singapore.

The entire collision scenario

was re-created using 3D

animations as was the action taken

by those on board the VLCC to

prevent the incident occurring.

The result was a seven-minute 3D

animated clip, which was shown

to the owner for an internal

briefing, the vessel's flag state -

Hong Kong Marine Department -,

P&I Clubs (Skuld & others),

Japanese Shipowners' Association

members and other bodies,

including Lloyd's Register &

DNV class societies. 

KARCO's Captain Pravesh

Diwan claimed that the result gave

a very visual lasting effect on those

who saw it. The video was made in

two parts - the first showing the

incident and the second showing

the action taken by those on board

to avoid a collision. 

The company is in the process

of remaking the video to include

a couple more scenes to further

enhance the visual effect.  The

project was completed in just 28

days but Captain Diwan told

TANKEROperator that a much

better product could be produced

given more time. He explained;

"It is a very labour intensive

process requiring patience and

perseverance."

The above project was a spin-

off of the service started by

KARCO  in developing

company/ship specific  3D

animated safety videos.  The first

fully 3D animated  marine safety

video  entitled Static Electricity

On Board Tankers was launched

in November 2007 with the

primary focus being on the tanker

industry. This is now

commercially available.

Capt Diwan said: "We are of the

sincere belief that a highly potent

training media  such as safety

videos,  should not be a product

like 'nut & bolt' off-the-shelf , but

more customer specific,

dynamically responding to the

changing needs of the training

requirements". The current

situation with on board safety

videos is that they are generic in

nature with no option to be able to

incorporate the changes  necessary

to meet the requirements of a

particular organisation.

KARCO has found that more

and more emphasis is being placed

on training seafarers in company

procedures, which encompass

industry standards, as well as

companies own specific

requirements. Much of this

demand is imposed on shipowners/

managers by STCW'95, ISM,

TMSA and various other

international standards.

Other topics under

development using 3D animation

techniques include:-

Anchoring of large vessels - 

the hidden hazards.

Mooring procedures.

Oily Water Separator.

Calibration of gas detection 

equipment.

Launching of a lifeboat. 

KARCO is also undertaking

3D animation projects similar to

the accident/incident of Hebei

Spirit or any other incidents, at

the specific request of the

shipowner/manager.

The company claimed that the

3D animated movies have the

following advantages over other

types of safety videos:-

Company specific

policies/procedures/forms can be

incorporated and highlighted.

Strengths and weaknesses of a

company's system identified by

internal/external audits, vetting

inspections, port state control

inspections can be included, which

will form an integral part of the

continuous improvement process. 

Accident and incidents can be

recreated by digital simulation for

purpose of office briefing to senior

management, board members,

shareholders, P&I clubs,

underwriters, seafarer training, or

any other interested party. 

Allows the creation of ship

models representing the subject

vessel, ship names, IMO No, funnel

logo, which can readily be depicted. 

Hazardous and blind activities,

such as tank atmosphere, tank

cleaning operations etc, can be

only depicted by using animation
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Captain Pravesh Diwan.
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Re-creating accident/incidents
through 3D Animation

technology
An Indian concern has started to offer tailor made high-tech videos to 

the tanker market, primarily aimed at safety and risk assessment.



and III chemical/product tankers. 

Construction commenced in

February at R&R Shipbuilding

(R&R) in Port Arthur, Texas just

over seven months following the

finalisation of contracts and

financing of the project in July

2007.

R&R is one of the main

shipyards involved in the

construction of modules for the

AHL vessels. R&R also started

the construction of the engine

room power module for the first

vessel on 25th February, while

Atlantic Marine Alabama began

construction of the hull modules

on 18th February. They are

claimed to be the first tankers of

this size to be built using the

modular construction technique. 

According to AHL president

Richard Horner, these vessels will

set a new standard for Jones Act

petroleum transportation with

their diesel-electric redundant

propulsion systems driving twin

screws and their status as the first

US-built tankers designed and

constructed to meet the IACS

Common Structural Rules. 

Each 49,000 dwt vessel is also

designed to be fitted with

dynamic positioning systems at a

later stage for operation in the

emerging Gulf of Mexico shuttle

tanker trades. They have been

long term chartered to Shell upon

their delivery in 2009-2010. 

AHL said that Shell plans to

use the vessels to ship crude,

chemicals and products along the

US coastline.

The company took delivery of

four 39,000 dwt sisters in 1996-

1997. They were built by

Avondale and are double hull

OPA 90 compliant chemical

tankers.

O
ne of the major US

tanker owners, Aker

American Shipping

(AAS), has signed

an agreement to expand its fleet

to 25 by 2015.

In December, AAS severed its

ties with Aker Philadelphia

Shipyard by selling its shares to

new and existing investors at

what it called "high end of the

book value". Aker Philadelphia

was then floated as a separate

entity on the Oslo Stock

Exchange on 17th December.

At the same time, both

companies entered into new

agreements for the construction

of the remaining nine out of AAS'

original 12-ship order for product

tankers at the yard. The fixed

price for the nine will be

$103.975 mill each, subject to an

actual escalation in material costs

for ships numbers six to 12. 

Last October, AAS agreed

flexible optional contracts to

build another 13 tankers at the

yard, bringing the total to 25. As

the options are exercised, the

vessels will be delivered between

July 2011 and July 2015. 

Each $100 mill vessel will be a

double hull Veteran MT-46 type

Jones Act product tanker. They

have been designed to be easily

modified to shuttle tankers, or

chemical carriers. 

Although quoted as costing

$100 mill each, AAS said the

final contract value will be

adjusted to reflect changes in the

published consumer price indices

(CPI) for inflation from 2011 and

cover actual escalation for

materials, equipment and service

cost increases from 3Q08.

Two of the original 12 will be

bareboat chartered to affiliates of

OSG initially for a 10-year term.

Two of the other product tankers

will be converted to shuttle

tankers having been

timechartered to Petrobras to

serve in the US Gulf region. AAS

claimed that these will be the first

Jones Act shuttle tankers to enter

service when delivered. 

AAS took delivery of the third

vessel in the original series on

16th November. The Overseas

Los Angeles is trading on the

west coast US for BP. Her two

earlier sisters - Overseas

Houston and Overseas Long

Beach - are operating for Shell

and BP respectively. All three

were bareboat chartered to

affiliates of OSG who relet them

to the oil majors. 

The fourth is due for delivery

from Philadelphia in April of this

year to be followed by a fifth this

September.

AAS said that it believed that

Jones Act tanker rates would

continue to strengthen as older

and single hull tonnage are

phased out due to tighter vetting

and OPA 90. 

The company also said that

based on evolving contracts and

dialogues with various oil

companies, there is potential

future demand for 15-30 shuttle

tankers and with AAS being first

in the market with Petrobras, is

well positioned to be the

preferred provider.  

Trio ordered

Meanwhile, another Jones Act,

product tanker owner AHL

Shipping Company (AHL), said

that construction had started on

the first vessel in a series of three

49,000 dwt Jones Act IMO Type II

Jones Act shipping
companies look to US Gulf

The bullish prospects for shuttle operations has encouraged two US tanker owners

to order product/chemical tankers in domestic yards. 
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Overseas Long Beach – owned by AAS, bareboated to OSG and
timechartered to BP.
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conventional corporate structures. 

But, in soft freight markets,

such as that in evidence for much

of 2007, charterers were reluctant

to commit to the long term

charters that make for well

received MLPs, or fully dividend

paying corporations. Teekay

Tankers ('TNK' on the New York

Stock Exchange) now seeks to

pay out the maximum amounts of

cash that it prudently can. 

Though similar to the MLP

model that Teekay management

had hinted at, the new entity can

also be described as 'wait until

the market picks up', because the

M
ore than six

months after

Teekay

Corporation

announced that a conventional

tanker spin-off was on the way,

last December - Teekay Tankers -

filed registration documents for a

US initially public offering (IPO)

of 'A' shares, which became

effective on 12th December,

writes Barry Parker. 

Sponsor Teekay Corp holds a

portion of the 'A' shares, and also

holds 'B' shares. Strangely, the

IPO filing, for between $175 mill

- $195 mill, occurred almost the

same day that the Italian tanker

Finaval IPO was pulled from the

market.

The optimism of late April

2007 (when Teekay Corp

announced its acquisition, along

with TORM, of OMI Corp - with

hints that it would provide

bedrock for the IPO fleet) has

been tempered. With doldrums in

tanker trades lasting well into the

4Q 2007, it was no surprise that

Teekay Corp pulled the trigger

once the nearby rate spot

structure had firmed- attracting

the attention of investors. 

Teekay's history is replete with

examples of superb market

timing. In a concession to the

unpredictable nature of the

markets, a spot player has

emerged. Importantly, the recent

spate of equity analyst 'Buy'

recommendations have centered

on spot players, a fact surely not

lost on Teekay's management. 

Across the shipping equity

spectrum, Master Limited

Partnerships (MLPs), such as

OSG's recent OSG America spin-

off and the Capital Products

Partners deal last year, have the

potential to achieve higher

company valuations than most

SAACKE MARINE SYSTEMS is your future-oriented part-
ner in heat generation. Great tradition and experience 
in burner and boiler technology are the foundations for 
long-term partnership.
Made-to-measure comprehensive solutions decisively 
add value to your new plants or conversions: more 
operational efficiency and environmental protection, 
more safety and service. 

When do you go for systematic heat generation?

Powered by Competence

Partnership
adding more value.

SAACKE GmbH · Südweststrasse 13 · 28237 Bremen  · GERMANY · Phone: +49 - 421 - 64 95 0
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US wins Teekay Tankers 
Although based in Nassau and operated out of Vancouver and 

other offices worldwide, Teekay Corp, formerly Teekay Shipping Corp, 

decided to float its latest tanker venture in the US. 
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Teekay Corporation, and its two

MLP spin-offs (Teekay LNG

Partners and Teekay Offshore

Partners). There are significant

challenges here, particularly on

the chartering front. 

Yet, there are also tremendous

opportunities. Consider that

Teekay Corporation may seek to

expand the Teekay Pool to

include any Aframax-class crude

tankers it agrees to manage for

third parties, or it may choose to

establish a separate pool for any

such third-party tankers. Teekay

Corporation may also establish

majority of its initial fleet will be

operating on a spot basis. 

The new company has acquired

a fleet of nine double hulled

Aframaxes from Teekay Corp.

Five are trading spot, two will

continue under existing

timecharters set to expire in mid

2008, and two that will enter into

new timecharters (one expiring at

the end of 2009, one expiring at

the end of 2010). 

The five spot ships operate in a

newly formed Aframax pool -The

Teekay Pool - composed of 30

ships. The pool operator (Teekay

Chartering, wholly owned by

Teekay Corp) receives $350 per

vessel per day plus 1.25% of gross

revenues. According to the filing,

the new entity has arranged

options to purchase four additional

vessels- in the Suezmax category

within 18 months of the Teekay

Tankers offering. These could

possibly include vessels acquired

from OMI Corporation (or

possibly the Spanish Suezmaxes

currently generating cash flow for

Teekay LNG Partners until its

LNGCs enter service). 

The new company is tied

closely to Teekay Corporation in

a variety of important ways-

which is not a bad thing. Ties

exist through the commercial

pool manager, and also at the

shipmanagement level - where

technical management is being

provided by another wholly

owned subsidiary of Teekay

Corporation. The technical

management arm is also being

paid $350 per vessel per day, plus

1.25%, beyond the actual

operating expenses. 

Unlike similar entities, notably

Arlington and DoubleHull

Tankers (where the managers are

also tied to the respective sellers),

the Teekay Tankers manager is

incentivised, earning a 20%

performance fee if the yearly cash

available for distribution exceeds

threshold level ($3.20 per share).

Though not exactly an 'incentive

distribution' from the MLP world

(where general partners gain an

increasing override on rising

earnings), its impact is

directionally similar.   

In the past, the Teekay

companies have shown a great

sensitivity to, and the ability to

successfully manage, conflicts of

interest between the parent,

Teekay Tankers Fleet List as of 30th November, 2007

Expiration 
Vessel Dwt Built Employment Charterer Rate ($)  of Charter 

Er Erik Spirit 115,500 2005 Timecharter ConocoPhillips 28,750 Dec. 2010(1)

M  Matterhorn Spirit 114,800 2005 Timecharter Eiger Shipping 32,000 Dec. 2009(1) 

E  Everest Spirit 115,000 2004 Pool - - - 

Kanata Spirit 113,000 1999 Timecharter Sabic 35,000 May 2008 

K   Kareela Spirit 113,100 1999 Pool - - - 

K   Kayeema Spirit 113,300 1999 Pool - - - 

N   Nassau Spirit 107,100 1999 Pool - - - 

Fa  Falster Spirit 95,400 1995 Timecharter Skaugen PetroTrans(2) 32,500 July 2008 

So  Sotra Spirit 95,400 1995 Pool - - - 

T Total capacity 982,600 

(1) Timecharter began December 2007.

(2) Teekay Corporation is a 50% owner of Skaugen PetroTrans.

Source: F-1 filing

Aframax Matterhorn Spirit has joined Teekay Tankers fleet. Photo credit Teekay.
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voted to declare a cash dividend

of $0.1150 per share for the

period of 18th December, 2007 to

31st December, 2007 ($3 per

share on an annualised basis),

representing a total cash dividend

of $2.875 mill. The cash dividend

was payable on 29th February,

2008 to all shareholders of record

as of 15th February, 2008. 

Meanwhile in February, Citi

upgraded Teekay Corp from a

'sell' to a 'hold' with a share price

target of $45. 

A Citi analyst was quoted as

saying, "We believe the steady

cash flows from the company's

fixed rate segments provide

important earnings stability as

we enter a period of declining

charter rates. However, although

downside risk is relatively lower,

we also see limited room for

upside given our overall cautious

outlook for the tanker industry.

Given the volatility of the tanker

market, we believe tanker stocks

should be valued based on

normalised earnings."

pooling arrangements for

Suezmax-class oil tankers or

product tankers. 

An addition to Teekay

Corporation management,

Richard Du Moulin, no stranger

to the world of Aframaxes, has

joined TNK's board. 

Over time, the new company's

plan is to acquire additional vessels

and put them into accretive

charters, possibly as a result of

pursuing business opportunities

jointly with Teekay Corporation.

Until the time of a possible

secondary offering in the future,

Teekay Corporation controls a

voting interest in Teekay Tankers,

with a portion of the 'A' shares,

and all of the 'B' shares. But,

eventually, as Teekay Corporation

continues down its path of

becoming a pure holding company,

it will likely retain a smaller piece

of a much bigger pie. 

Teekay Tankers updated

On the 12th December Teekay

Tankers announced that it has

priced its IPO of 10 mill shares of

its Class 'A' Common Stock at

$19.50 per share. 

The 10 mill shares (11,500,000

shares if the underwriters

exercised their over-allotment

option in full) represented a 40%

ownership interest in Teekay

Tankers. Teekay Corporation

owns the remaining capital stock

of Teekay Tankers. 

Citi and Morgan Stanley acted

as joint book-running managers

and as representatives of the

underwriters, which include

Merrill Lynch, Wachovia

Securities, Deutsche Bank

Securities, JPMorgan, Dahlman

Rose, Scotia Capital and

Johnson Rice. 

On its first day of trading, the

shares gained 4.0%, or 78 cents,

to $20.28. The IPO price of

$19.50 per share was at the high

end of the anticipated range. 

Charles Rupinski, an analyst at

Maxim Group, reportedly said at

the time that Teekay's tanker

business was its most volatile

one, and management probably

thought it was dragging down

the valuation of the company as

a whole. 

Speaking in December to

Associated Press, Rupinski said

that even though spot rates were

very high and Teekay had a lot of

spot exposure, going forward the

tanker business is facing many

challenges and investors were

likely to be cautious. 

Indeed, although the offering

did well, investors put a

significantly lower value on the

spin-off than the parent. Using

the pro-forma earnings for last

year provided by the Teekay

Tankers offering document, the

spin-off was valued at 9.2 times

last year's income while the

parent fetched 12.7 times last

year's reported profit. The spin-

off is planning to return a high

proportion of its earnings to

shareholders by way of

dividends.

Teekay Tankers later

announced that its board had
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hospitals in the US are obliged to

charge each patient the same by

law. However, they may accept

payment at a lower level provided

the patients are contracted to

insurance companies. "Lower

fees for guaranteed payments,"

Sherlock explained. "Providers

should ensure that all cover is

high enough to cater for all

eventualities", he continued.

In general the lower fees have

to be paid in 30 days, but quicker

payments can result in even lower

fees and the question of volume

of business also arises as

shipowners/managers and P&I

clubs aggregate totals can be

taken into consideration. 

HSI will work with owners/

managers and P&I clubs to ensure

that the clients have a contract with

the insurance providers enabling

their seafarers to seek care or

admission to a hospital should this

be needed. The company basically

provides the cost and management

services element.

As the value of the US dollar

goes down, so the costs escalate for

overseas companies working in

their own currencies. Sherlock said

that other areas of the world were

also starting to emulate the free

market conditions experienced in

the US. For example, in some

Mediterranean countries, increasing

fees from physicians and hospitals

are by and large unregulated. 

Today, he thought that cost

management is more and more of

an international issue. For

example, a seafarer on a tanker

arriving in the US needing

treatment for a life threatening

illness can be taken directly to the

correct facility where treatment

will be quickly and readily

available. Or by managing the

situation from the outset, it might

be found that the treatment is

available in or near the patient's

home wherever he or she is

domiciled in the world. 

"If the patient can be taken

back home, then the P&I club can

save two or three months

treatment in the US", Sherlock

explained. "In that way we

manage a better outcome all

round," he said. 

"Owners/managers and P&I

clubs have not got the expertise

in-house and that is where we

come in. We can generate

savings", he continued. "In

today's ever increasing cost of
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SPOS®

www.SPOS.eu
A MeteoGroup Company

MeteoConsult T: +31 317 399 800

“MASTER” THE WEATHER

...“We have found it extremely helpful in planning our voyage and more 
importantly staying out of bad weather areas”...

...”on this voyage we used 87,4 metric tonnes of HFO less”...

“T
he lack of

existing

knowledge of

historical

medical conditions, allergies, or

family history all present

problems, especially if there is

also a language barrier", Health

Systems International (HSI) ceo

Russell Sherlock said.

"Shipowners and managers

need to focus on this problem and

ensure each seafarer has a

medical history with him or her

when faced with a medical

problem", he warned. There are

roughly 5 mill claims per year for

seafarer medical care in the US

alone and one bill could top

$200,000 and many cases amount

to more than $1 mill.

Another common issue with

foreign seafarers is that they are

classified as self-pay and therefore

have no medical insurance in the

US, thus restricting the use of

specialist treatment should it be

needed on cost grounds. 

Dialogue

HSI is in regular dialogue with

shipowners/managers and P&I

clubs to ensure patients and

seafarers in general have cover.

Sherlock explained that all

Seafarer health problems - 
a cost burden to avoid

One of the main problems for seafarers

seeking medical attention when entering

US ports is the lack of a medical history.

New Markets
At the beginning of

February, HSI

announced that it had

bought Asert Benefit

Services. Asert's

expertise is in medical

claim negotiation, bill

review and bill audit

services.

Sherlock said; "Through Asert

we will improve our

management capabilities in the

area of review and negotiation

of high dollar medical bills.

Additionally, we will establish a

local presence in Miami and

expand our multi-lingual staff

to better serve the needs of our

global clientele. 

"With this one transaction,

we accomplish the dual

objectives of expanding our

medical cost management

solutions and continuing our

growth in new markets," he

continued.                           



The afternoon breakout

sessions will address climate

changes and the reduction of

greenhouse gases, running side by

side with a legal session. 

The event ends with one of the

highlights of every CMA

Shipping gathering - the

Commodore Gala Reception and

Dinner - at which Frontline

chairman, ceo and president John

Fredriksen will be presented with

the annual Commodore Award. 

Other tanker luminaries who

are earmarked to speak include

Peter Georgiopoulos, ceo General

Maritime; Charles Parks, general

manager Tesoro Petroleum; Basil

Mavroleon, managing director

Charles R Weber; and Stena

Bulk's recently appointed 

Captain Art Regan.

Copies of TANKEROperator

and Tanker Shipping Review 2008

will be available at the exhibition

and conference. 

And so it's back to

Stamford, Connecticut in

March for CMA Shipping

2008.

The Connecticut Maritime

Association Shipping 2008 event

is being held at the Hilton,

Stamford (formerly the Westin)

between 17-19 March.

The organisers have promised

more exhibitors, owners,

managers, sponsors and guests

than ever before. 

Among those participating will be

the highest ranking US Coast Guard

officials, congressmen, admirals,

ceo's, owners and managers plus

others, offering a range of practical

and informed economic insights and

holding technical, safety and

personnel seminars.

This year's Gala Dinner will

honour the sometime

controversial shipowning legend -

John Fredriksen - who will be

elected Commodore for the

coming 12 months, replacing

OSG's Morten Arntzen who was

elected Commodore for 2007.

Although known for its social

gatherings, CMA Shipping

meetings also have a serious side.

A series of conferences are due to

take place under the banner of

'Four Virtues: People, Safety, the

Environment and Profits'. 

The event kicks off at 2pm on

Monday 17th March when the

exhibition opens and the first

conference session gets underway.

The first speaker will be the CMA

president, Blank Rome's Peter

Drakos, followed by a delegation

from the USCG together with

Sean Connaughton, administrator

Maritime Administration, US Dept

of Transportation. 

Later that afternoon three

heavyweights in the shape of

BIMCO's Carsten Melchiors,

Intertanko's Peter Swift and IRI's

Clay Maitland will tackle some of

the future challenges. 

The following morning, the

markets sessions take place under

moderator Martin Stopford. These

sessions will cover global

economics, commodity prices,

dry cargo and wet cargo.

At lunch, the keynote speaker

will be BV's Bernard Anne. Two

breakout sessions are planned for

the afternoon - one on what will

shipping commerce look like in

two years time and the other

entitled 'People, Safety,

Environment and Profits'.

A late afternoon session will

address 'the role of maritime

education in a changing world'. 

During the evening, the CMA

Shipping's annual Job Fair will

enable companies to sell

themselves to would be recruits. 

On Wednesday, the first session

will look at 'the chain of respons-

ibility' with speakers from a Port

State Control organisation and a

flag state taking part. At lunch the

key-note speaker will be the

ISU's Arnold Witte.
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called catastrophic cases, such as

severed limbs, heart issues, stress

related, mental health issues and

substance abuse, are all prevalent

in the tough environment found

at sea. 

Payers of healthcare tend to be

insurance companies, shipowners,

governments and other large

companies. "They all need people

to manage costs," Sherlock

concluded.

health cover, people should stay

on top of it."

Large bills

Shipping companies and their P&I

clubs should have a system in

place to avoid the shock of

receiving large bills. In HSI's case,

Sherlock said that the company

should be involved at a very early

stage of a potential problem to

avoid escalating costs as part of

HSI's expertise is being able to see

how to save costs by using a

professional management team.

HSI has access to hospitals,

physicians and other facilities

throughout the US, while

contracts with those outside that

country are also growing. "We are

expanding our worldwide

presence, to ensure ready access

for clients" Sherlock explained. 

Sherlock said that he had

noticed more shipmanagement

companies becoming interested in

the problem of seafarer welfare.

"We are up against a demographic

trend of an ageing workforce,"

Sherlock said. "There is currently a

tremendous amount of focus in

that area, coupled with healthcare

costs continuing to go up," he said. 

By managing the situation,

Sherlock claimed that costs could

be reduced by 50%. What he TO

Fredriksen gets CMA gong

TO

Confused?
You needn’t be!

Contact MetWorks for all your

weather solutions.

For more information: Talk to the professionals
Tel: 01344 411116             Email: ops@metworksltd.com             Website: www.metworksltd.com
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OSG expands its fleet
portfolio

A lot has happened at leading US tanker owner and operator Overseas Shipholding

Group (OSG) last year. During its financial presentation made at the end of February,

the company outlined its current position. 

"OSG's expansion and

diversification has created a

global shipping company that is

well-positioned to thrive in any

market," said Morten Arntzen,

OSG's president and ceo. "In

2007, we strengthened our

leadership position in each of the

markets we trade. The acquisition

of Heidmar Lightering, the IPO

of substantially all of the assets in

our US flag unit structured as a

master limited partnership, the

expansion and diversification of

our crude oil and product fleets

with Suezmax and LR1 tankers,

and our entrance into the US

ultra-deepwater shuttle tanker

trade, were just a few of the

transactions undertaken to

increase earnings and cash flows

in the future. 

N
ew York Stock

Exchange quoted

OSG said that for the

fiscal year ending

31st December, 2007, the

company experienced a 5%

increase in time charter equivalent

(TCE) revenues to $1,039.2 mill

from $992.8 mill in 2006. 

Although net income declined

$181.4 mill, or 46%, to $211.3

mill for the fiscal year compared

with $392.7 mill in fiscal 2006,

EBITDA in the same period

decreased 20% to $476.3 mill

from $595.1 mill in 2006. Diluted

earnings per share declined 38%

to $6.16 per share in 2007 from

$9.92 per diluted share a year ago.

In 2007, gains on vessel sales and

sale of securities totaled $48.3

mill, or $0.99 per diluted share,

compared with $74.1 mill, or

$1.56 per diluted share, in 2006.

For 4Q07, TCE revenues were

$251.8 mill, an 4% increase from

$241.6 mill for the same period in

2006. The growth in TCE

revenues reflects an increase of

1,600 revenue days across all

segments of the company's fleet.

The impact of this increase in days

was substantially offset by higher

fuel costs and a significant

weakening in spot rates for OSG's

VLCCs, Aframaxes and handysize

product carriers as the market

switched from contango (when the

price of oil in the futures market is

higher than the current market

price) to backwardation (when the

current market price of oil is

higher than the futures market). 

The switch to backwardation

adversely impacted seaborne

crude oil movements in all tanker

categories as it became more

economical for refiners to

drawdown on crude oil

inventories. Rates for VLCCs,

Aframaxes and product carriers

fell to their lowest levels seen for

the last three years in early

November before picking up

significantly in late November. 

TCE revenues in the 4Q07 for

OSG's international crude oil

tanker segment amounted to

$134.8 mill, a decrease of $20.5

mill, or 13%, from $155.3 mill,

in the same period of 2006. This

decrease was mainly due to

significant declines in the daily

TCE rates earned for the VLCCs

and Aframaxes, but partially

offset by the inclusion of the

results of Heidmar Lightering

from April 1, 2007. 

Meanwhile, TCE revenues for

the international product carrier

sector were $59.4 mill, up $5

mill, or 9%, from $54.4 mill in

the year earlier period. The

growth was principally

attributable to the delivery of two

LR1 (Panamax) product carriers

during 3Q07. TCE revenues from

the US segment were $50.6 mill,

up $22.5 mill, or 80%, from

$28.1 mill in the same quarter a

year earlier, reflecting the

acquisition of Maritrans and the

delivery of three product carriers,

the Overseas Houston, the

Overseas Long Beach and the

Overseas Los Angeles last year.

The balance of TCE revenues

were derived from OSG's two

International Flag dry bulk

carriers and one car carrier. 

One of the Aker Jones Act product tankers taken on bareboat terms by OSG.
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chartered to BP.

Further, on 5th October, 2007,

OSG said it would enter the US

Gulf of Mexico shuttle tanker

business, exclusively a Jones Act

trade. The company will charter

two Jones Act shuttle tankers to

Petrobras America starting with

the expected delivery of the

converted ships to Petrobras in

the first quarters of 2010 and

2011. OSG will transport oil from

ultra-deepwater fields, Chinook

and Cascade, for initial periods of

five and four years, respectively.

This will be the first FPSO and

shuttle tanker project in US Gulf

of Mexico waters.

In addition, four OSG Q-Flex

LNGCs were delivered and

commenced 25-year time charters

during 4Q07 and 1Q08. The Al

Gattara was delivered on 6th

November and began trading on

23rd November, the Tembek was

delivered on 19th November and

began trading on 6th December,

the Al Gharrafa followed on 11th

January and began trading on

28th January and finally the Al

Hamla was delivered on 15th

February and is expected to begin

trading on 3rd March. OSG has a

49.9% ownership interest in the

joint venture entity that owns the

quartet.

As of 31st December, 2007,

OSG's owned or operated fleet

totalled 112 overseas flag and US

flag vessels, compared with 103 as

of 31st December, 2006. Some 59

vessels, or 53%, were owned, with

the remaining vessels bareboat or

time chartered. OSG's newbuild

programme of chartered and

owned vessels totalled 44. 

"In the last 18 months we re-

purchased nearly 22% of our total

outstanding stock, and in 2007,

our shareholders enjoyed a 32.2%

year-on-year gain in our stock

price compared with the Dow

Jones Transportation (DJT)

average of less than 1%.

Indications are that the first

quarter of 2008 will be a strong

start to the year," Arntzen

concluded.

Income from vessel operations

was $29 mill in 4Q07, a 71%

decrease from $98.1 mill in the

same period a year earlier. For the

quarter, total operating expenses

increased 53%, or $86.2 mill, to

$247.8 mill from $161.6 mill in

the corresponding quarter of

2006. The increase in operating

expenses was principally the

result of the inclusion of the

Maritrans and the Heidmar

Lightering acquisitions, a $28.5

mill reduction in the quarter-on-

quarter results from disposal of

vessels and an increase in

chartered-in tonnage. As of 31st

December, 2007, OSG chartered

in 53 vessels compared with 43 a

year earlier.

On 15th November, 2007, OSG

completed the initial public

offering of OSG America LP, a

master limited partnership,

issuing 7.5 mill common units,

priced at $19 per unit. The

transaction generated $129.3 mill

in proceeds to OSG, which the

company used to pay down debt

in the fourth quarter. 

OSG America now trades on the

New York Stock Exchange. OSG

said that it executed the

transaction in order to enhance the

valuation of its US flag assets,

which as a stand alone entity, is

expected to be valued at a

premium, due to the more

predictable nature of cash flows

generated by medium and longer-

term charters. As of 31st

December, the OSG America fleet

comprised 18 US flag product

carriers and tug/barges, a newbuild

fleet of five product carriers plus

one ATB being converted to

double hull configuration and

options to purchase or bareboat

charter an additional 10 vessels

upon delivery.

Recent activities

On 4th December, 2007, OSG

took delivery of the Overseas

Newcastle, a 2001-built 164,000

dwt Suezmax tanker that has been

bareboat chartered-in for seven

years. Later on 28th January, this

year, OSG took delivery of the

Overseas London, a 2000-built

153,000 dwt Suezmax tanker that

has been bareboat chartered-in for

10 years. Both ships are now

trading in the spot market.

In addition, on 26th November,

2007, the Action, a 116,000 dwt

Aframax newbuilding

commenced a three-year time

charter, in which OSG has a 50%

interest. The vessel trades in the

Aframax International

commercial pool.

On 18th December, 2007 and

25th January, 2008, the Overseas

Beryl and the Overseas Eliane,

respectively, joined the

international flag crude oil

lightering fleet as dedicated

lightering vessels. OSG's

overseas flag lightering fleet now

totals five vessels and three

workboats.

As for product carriers, on 30th

October, 2007, OSG exercised its

option to build two additional

73,500 dwt coated Panamax

product carriers, (LR1), at the

SPP Plant and Shipbuilding Co.

The vessels are scheduled for

delivery in the third and fourth

quarters of 2011, respectively.

On 9th January, 2008, the

company sold and bareboat

chartered back the 1998-built

Overseas Rimar, a handysize

product carrier. The estimated

$12 mill gain from the sale will

be deferred and amortized over

the seven and a half year term of

the charter back as a reduction of

charter hire expense. OSG has an

option to purchase the vessel at

the end of the charter period. This

was followed by the delivery of

the Overseas Serifos, a 50,000

dwt Product Carrier, under a 10-

year bareboat charter on 29th

January this year.

Fleet Expansion 

On 3rd October, 2007, OSG

announced a definitive agreement

to bareboat charter two additional

MT-46 Jones Act product carriers

for initial terms of 10 years. The

ships, which are to be built at the

Aker Philadelphia Shipyard, will

be converted to shuttle tankers.

The order brings the number of

Jones Act tankers OSG has

committed to charter from Aker

to 12.

The third of the 12-ship series,

Overseas Los Angeles was

delivered on 16th November,

2007. The vessel has been

C A S H  B U Y E R S  O F  S H I P S  F O R  R E C Y C L I N G

tel: 1.301.759.9240  fax: 1.301.759.9260
email: gms@gmsinc.net   web: www.gmsinc.netCumberland, MD 21502, USA

GMS is changing the face of ship 
recycling with the industry’s first 

green ship recycling program. 

TO
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thinking of putting three cadets

on board, depending on the

number of cabins available. 

Cadet initiative

Guy Morel, InterManager's

general secretary told

TANKEROperator that the

association had opted for the

minimum of one cadet as some of

the smaller vessels under

management could not

accommodate more than one. 

He confirmed that it was now

written in the rules of

membership and that the

members' principals would also

have to adopt this ruling. 

However, the problem has

become so serious that many

owners and managers are asking

shipbuilders to redesign

accommodation blocks to cater for

extra cabins, reversing the trend

for smaller accommodation blocks

seen since the 1980s and 1990s.

Morel also confirmed that the

association's KPI initiative was

still ongoing and should be

ready for publication in the next

few months. 

A
t a recent meeting of

InterManager's

executive committee

in London, the

association said it strongly

supported its members' position

that seafarers should not be made

victims of a system whereby they

are incarcerated because they are

the only representatives of an

owner in the country where the

incident took place. 

"The situation is different if the

person concerned is negligent

because then they should be liable

for their actions. But we cannot

have our masters being the victims

if they have done everything right

in a situation," said InterManager

president, Ole Stene. 

InterManager was responding

to a recent decision by South

Korean prosecutors to file

charges against the master of the

Hebei Spirit over the December

collision with a runaway crane-

barge that led to the country's

worst oil spill. 

This comes at the same time as

another initiative taken by the

International Chamber of

Shipping (ICS), International

Shipping Federation (ISF) and the

International Transport Workers

Federation (ITF) who have joined

together to put pressure on

governments, flag states, port

state control organisations and

others to issue guidelines for fare

treatment of seafarers in the event

of an accident. At the end of

February, the tripartite initiative

was endorsed by the IMO.

At the recent InterManager

meeting, the committee took the

opportunity to reiterate its

position on other critical issues

facing shipmanagers - that of

openness and transparency. 

InterManager said that it was

clear in its support of an open and

transparent shipmanagement

sector and said it would not

tolerate any form of activity that

involved unknown revenues or

commissions.

Code of conduct

As a result, InterManager

introduced a Code of Conduct at

its AGM last November, which

from 1st January this year, all

members were obliged to sign. It

called for 'ethical attitudes' in

their dealings, in particular strict

adherence to their duties under

the management contract. 

Stene said that the move

received unanimous support from

its members. "All our members

are behind us and are there to

improve the industry," he said. 

Late last year, InterManager

established and manning and

training committee, which looked

at proposals to adopt a formal

cadet programme on board

members' vessels. 

Under the terms of the

proposal, each member will be

required to offer at least one cadet

berth per vessel under full

management. The committee is

chaired by Wilhelmsen Ship

Management's Ole Wang.

Several companies, both

owners and managers, spoken

with by TANKEROperator

recently have opted for at least

two cadets - one in the deck and

the other in the engineering

department - while some are even

General secretary Guy Morel.

Seafarers’ protection
- a major issue

InterManager has thrown its weight behind calls for seafarers to be protected against

unfair criminalisation in the event of an incident.

TO

President Ole Stene.
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deliver a substantial reduction in

operating costs and the carbon

footprint of its activities.

Russian speakers

For any shipmanager, having the

right people is a key determinant

of success. Unicom approaches

this by segmenting the

employment market - it only hires

Russian speaking crews for its

vessels. This continues to deliver

both operational and safety

benefits. As the size and

complexity of Unicom's managed

fleet increases, the company is

stepping up its recruitment efforts

in Russia and the CIS. This

expansion necessitates looking

beyond the traditional maritime

clusters of St Petersburg,

Novorossiysk, Vladivostok and

Odessa, where Unicom already

has crewing offices. 

The large potential labour pool

S
ignificant cost

inflation is impacting

almost all areas of

operations, from

bunkers to shore-side

administration. In the meantime,

the world's fleet continues to

expand, putting additional

pressure on already stretched

management resources. Added to

this, the shear volume of

newbuildings has meant that

spare parts are both expensive

and increasingly difficult to

source. Against this gloomy

background, shipmanagement

fees remain static.

However, perhaps the greatest

challenge currently facing

shipmanagers is the continuing

shortage of personnel. Attracting

and retaining seafarers with the

right skills and motivation is the

critical issue facing ship

managers.

Despite these formidable

challenges, Sergey Popravko,

managing director of Cyprus-

based Unicom, remains optimistic

about the future for the

shipmanagement sector. 

He has developed a range of

initiatives to ensure Unicom

continues to add value as a

shipmanager through the current

turbulent times. Popravko said;

"Owners are becoming much more

aware of critical importance of

effective shipmanagement. With

mounting pressure from skill

shortages, escalating costs and

increased administrative demands,

only those owners with efficient

and safe shipmanagement are

going to survive." 

Faced with growing pressures

on operating costs, many

managers and owners are

concerned to reduce the carbon

footprint of their operations.

Unicom, for example, recently

initiated a comprehensive review

of energy consumption across its

managed fleet and at its Limassol

headquarters.

The review, while ongoing, has

already identified significant

savings - in some cases as much

as $1 mill per ship per year. 

Improving efficiency

Combined with other plans, for

example to raise the effectiveness

of planned maintenance across the

fleet, Unicom expects to be able to

Unicom faces up to the
many challenges ahead

Shipmanagers are now confronted with

some of the toughest trading conditions 

in recent memory.

Key facts
Established 1991 and currently based in 

Limassol, Cyprus.

Provides technical management for 70 

vessels.

Fully compliant with ISO 9001/ISO 

14001/ISM code and voluntarily 

implemented the ‘US Maritime 

Compliance Program’.

Provides technical management 

services for a wide range of vessels,

including ice class tankers,

conventional tankers, liquefied 

petroleum and natural gas (LPG/LNG) 

carriers, as well as high-tech vessels 

designed to serve the shipping needs of

specific industrial projects.

Besides Sovcomflot's fleet, Unicom also 

manages ships for other leading 

owners, including Stena Bulk, NYK, and 

Teekay.

Sergey Popravko, Unicom’s managing director.
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2007, when one of Unicom's

managed vessels, SCF Tomsk,

rescued 42 people from a small

boat found drifting in the

Atlantic, some 500 miles north

west of the Cape Verde 

Islands. All but one of those

rescued survived their ordeal at

sea. The 'Safety Comes First'

programme empowered the

vessel's Captain and crew to

respond quickly to the

emergency.

While all shipmanagers face

significant challenges ahead,

including pressures to reduce

operating costs, there are a

number of ways they can

respond. With fleet expansion

and renewal programmes at near

record levels, and a softening

global economic outlook, those

managers able to embrace

change quickly, with a

commitment to the highest

operational standards, will

prosper leaving the others to

fade away, Unicom said.

in Russia and the CIS, together

with Unicom's physical on-the-

ground presence remains a source

of competitive advantage, the

company claimed. It has helped it

to go against the industry trend of

recent years and actually increase

crewing levels on its vessels. For

example, 4th (deck) officers have

been introduced on all vessels.

Equally, where the nature of a

trade demands it, Unicom has

also added additional 2nd officers

and 3rd engineers. 

In general, Unicom has also

found that seafarers often have a

preference for working as part of a

single language crew, in addition

to the attractions of a competitive

salary and incentives package. Its

seafarers of all ranks are also able

to elect for shorter, four-month

contracts. This flexibility is

certainly proving to be popular in

the battle to attract and retain

skilled seafarers, Unicom said.

If shipmanagers are to

encourage people to consider a

career at sea, and then to remain

in the industry, clear opportunities

for career progression needs to

exist. At Unicom, progression is

based entirely on merit and

experience. This means that all

seafarers have the opportunity to

advance rapidly into roles of real

responsibility, subject to having

the necessary knowledge,

experience and commitment. 

Popravko said; "With a fleet of

technically advanced vessels,

operating in some of the most

challenging conditions, our crews

also have work experience

opportunities that are second to

none. This proves to be an

attraction when recruiting crews,

especially given the current

competitive nature of the

employment market."

Unicom claimed to have

always recognised the importance

of training. More recently,

however, the emphasis on

training has increased. The latest

additions to the managed fleet

have required new skill sets be

developed quickly, for example in

the operation of LNG vessels.

Where experience gaps have

existed, these have been tackled

in a number of different ways,

including through providing work

experience on specialist vessels

outside Unicom's managed fleet. 

Retention and

recognition

The poaching of seafarers is now a

growing problem for

shipmanagers. While Popravko

acknowledged that you cannot stop

this happening, you can reduce its

likelihood through appropriate

policies and actions. "Unicom

addresses this issue by providing

what we believe to be an attractive

mix of career opportunities, a safe

and agreeable work environment

and a competitive benefits

package. Building up our expertise

in Arctic technology has also

proven to be attractive to potential

employees," he said.

Crew retention is also promoted

by policies that reward

commitment. In Unicom, Captains

and Chief Engineers, with a 10-

year track record free from any

involvement in maritime accidents

or pollution incidents, are offered

the guarantee of a career onshore.

This is especially popular with

those contemplating a career

change, perhaps for family

reasons.

Safety first

Providing for the safe operation

of vessels, and the avoidance of

marine accidents, should be the

central core of any professional

shipmanagement operation. At

Unicom, its 'Safety Comes First

(SCF) 2010' initiative outlines the

approach to achieving the highest

standards of safety at sea. As this

starts with people, Unicom is

determined to attract and retain

the best people in the industry.

This starts from the first stage of

cadet selection, through to

ongoing professional

development of its most senior

seafarers.

Unicom's commitment to ship

safety and on the safety of lives

at sea was demonstrated in June

Walport has been supplying entertainment to the marine industry for 50 years -
and, far from being stuck in the past, the latest entertainment packages from
Walport have to be seen to be believed! The latest films, brilliant TV programmes,
up-to-date sport, Computer games, Karaoke, and a range of paperback books that
would shame any airport bookshop - all, crucially, shipped out direct anywhere in
the world by Walport’s shipping experts.  Even better, Walport can design its
entertainment service to fit your budget, and will keep to it - no nasty surprises,
no freight bills - everything is included.  

Log on to: www.walport.co.uk for more information, 
or just e-mail: sales@walport.co.uk.

This is where the long experience of WALPORT INTERNATIONAL comes in.

If you had mentioned the words 
‘crew entertainment’ to anyone in the marine

industry a few years ago, the most common
response would have ranged from mild

disinterest, to total incredulity.
‘Entertainment? You must be joking!’

Apart from a few forward-thinking ship
operators, a ship’s crew was left to its own

devices where on-board entertainment was
concerned. Now, things are different. There is a dire
shortage of good quality seafarers, and, for the first

time for decades, what the seafarer wants, he
generally gets  - within reason. There are, of course,

relatively few options available in any case. 

www.walport.co.uk
Alma House, Alma Road
Reigate, Surrey RH2 0AX
T: +44 (0)1737 229 590 
E: sales@walport.co.uk

Walport International Ltd

“With mounting pressure from skill shortages,

escalating costs and increased administrative demands,

only those owners with efficient and safe

shipmanagement are going to survive.”

- Sergey Popravko, Unicom

“

”

TO
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ITM keeps its
identity and expands

International Tanker Management (ITM) has kept its identity, despite associate

shipmanagement concern Barber Ship Management being restyled Wilhelmsen Marine

Services in line with other Wilh Wilhelmsen Group members this January.

said that the Singapore office

hoped to have eight or nine

chemical tankers signed up this

year as there are many being

delivered for Asian interests from

Asian yards. 

As for Houston, Myrbakken's

parcel tanker knowledge and the

increasing number of shuttle

tankers in the US Gulf should

create shipmanagement

opportunities. The company

already has Stamford-based

Groton Pacific Carriers on its

books, while Singapore has

signed up Thai Oil. 

The Dubai office operates with

one fleet manager and five

superintendents, while Hamburg

also has one fleet manager but

operates with an extra

superintendent.

Modin recently reorganised the

operations departments to create

dedicated sections to manage

quality, vetting and regulatory

issues.

He claimed that ITM undertook

more vessel safety condition

inspections and safety training

than demanded by the ISM Code

and was one of the first

companies to start a risk

assessment scheme. He also

claimed that the tankers carried

more safety equipment than other

comparable vessels. 

The shore management team

were also put through leadership

and motivational training courses,

plus team building and time

management schemes. The

seafarers also take courses, which

go well beyond the STCW

requirements at company cost. 

Since 2000, ITM has had

H
owever, ITM is still

very much a part of

the group and as

such can call on its

parent company's vast pool of

seafarers, its worldwide set of

offices and its financial clout. 

At present, ITM manages

around 20 vessels from its Dubai

office and another 25 from

Hamburg. Late last year two

more offices were added -

Houston and Singapore. They

should be operational by the

beginning of this year.

Owners in the US and

Southeast Asia are also being

targeted, especially those

involved in the chemical and

product tanker sector.  

Heading up Singapore is ex

Stolt-Nielsen man Rune

Myrbakken who started work on

1st December. Mark Patil moves

over from Barber Ship

Management's Houston office to

head up ITM's US operation,

which should be up and running

by the first quarter of this year,

once the US regulators have

given it the nod.

The vetting and QA is handled

by the Dubai office, which

recently won a contract to

technically manage and crew six

product tankers owned by

NASDAQ-listed Aries Maritime.

All six are on long term charters

and not exposed to the spot

market.

Dubai also handles post fixture

work for SABIC and is

supervising two newbuilding

tankers in China on behalf of

Wilhelmsen Marine Services. 

According to ITM's president

and ceo Lars Modin, the major

issues facing the tanker industry

today are;

Manning and Training.

Environment (MARPOL).

Safety & Quality.

TMSA alignment.

Cost efficiency.

Modin thought that the

smaller/mid-size shipmanagers

were struggling with crewing and

regulatory issues. He thought that

seafarer costs will account for

around two thirds of a vessel's

operating budget this year and

other items, such as lubes and

insurance costs, were increasing.

However, he said savings could

be made on spares, stores and

other items where economies of

scale could be an advantage.

As for training, ITM already has

one deck and one engineering

cadet employed on its managed

vessels and is planning to install a

third cadet, possibly this year.

Modin claimed that crew retention

for the Frontline tankers managed

by ITM was running at 80%. "The

challenge is to create new pools

for new clients," he said. 

He thought that a seafarer

seeking better security would opt

for a full employment type deal,

rather than just be hired on

contract terms. "I would like to

see 12-month rolling contracts

introduced," Modin said. 

"It is important to look at the

type of ship to be managed," he

said. For example, he thought that

a different way of thinking was

needed to handle handysize

chemical and product tankers. He

Aries Maritime Transport’s cfo Richard Coxall (left) is welcomed on
board by ITM’s Lars Modin (right).
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flat fees seen in third party

shipmanagement, it was difficult

to make money. 

He said that WMS was not

seeking to expand the

shipmanagement side of the

business by acquisition. About

18 months ago, Barber Ship

Management, as it was known

then, set its stall out to capture at

least 20% of the third party

management sector. This idea

appears to have been shelved.

electronic safety management

systems installed on board ship,

including a server and four

computer networks. Dedicated

HSE personnel are also employed

both onshore and afloat. 

Among ITM's major clients

are Aries Maritime, Frontline

Management, Dr Peters, Groton

Pacific, Stella Marine, Irano

Hind, ISTC (SABIC), Marlink

Scheep, Qatar Fertiliser,

Seatankers and Thai Oil Marine. 

In 2000, ITM gained DNV

certification for ISO 9001 and

ISO 14001 management

principles.

WMS marks time

Another member of the

Wilhelmsen Maritime Services

Group - Wilhelmsen Ship

Management, formerly known as

Barber Ship Management -

technically manages 200 vessels,

including 35 Wallenius

Wilhelmsen car carriers and some

LNGCs owned by Golar.

Dag Schjerven, president and

ceo of Wilhelmsen Maritime

Services expressed

disappointment in the

remuneration received by today's

third party ship management

concerns.

The ship management arm

currently contributes only around

5% to WMS' revenues and

Schjerven thought that with the

As the outsourcing trend

in shipping gathers

momentum, the

traditional service

companies are re-

branding themselves and

also offering more value

added services.

More and more shipowners are

looking for a partner who can

offer a one-stop-shop service and

as a result, some groupings have

expanded their empires to cater

for other sectors and not just

shipmanagement.

Among them are Wilhelmsen

Marine Services (see Tanker

Shipping Review, page 24) and

Eitzen Marine Services (EMS),

who are no longer just involved

in shipmanagement.

Indeed, EMS went through

something of a transitional period

last year, doubling in size and

undergoing a complete

restructuring programme. Among

the acquisitions were Spanish

concern Provimar plus a number

of Indian shipmanagement,

crewing and maritime service

concerns.

At the same time, a number of

non-core and less profitable

businesses were discontinued,

while a substantial part of the

business was relocated to India. 

As a result of the restructuring,

its business model now

encompasses ship supply,

shipmanagement, crewing, plus

vessel insurance broking and

operates from more than 50

locations in 20 countries. . 

EMS' technical management

and crewing department was also

restructured. Last year it had 120

vessels under full service

management and 235 under crew

management, while its pool of

seafarers was almost 6,000 and

430 people were also employed

onshore.

The number of vessels per

office was increased to 41 from

24 to increase cost effectiveness.

As a result, EMS claimed that its

shipmanagement service on offer

was positioned for further growth

on a reduced cost base. 

EMS gave what it called a

snapshot of where its seafarers were

employed at the end of last year.  

Thome appoints
managing
director
Singapore based Thome

Ship Management has

appointed Bjorn

Hojgaard to the post of

managing director with

immediate effect.

He is reporting direct to Thome

group president and ceo Olav Eek

Thorstensen.

A Danish national, 39-year old

Hojgaard joined Thome from the

AP Moller Group, which he

joined in 1993. He was until

recently the managing director of

a Hong Kong-based AP Moller

company.

Prior to his role in Hong Kong,

Hojgaard was managing director

of AP Moller Singapore between

2000 and 2002. He is a graduate

of the Maersk Advanced

Education Scheme for the

training of officers and also holds

a ship's masters' degree from the

Svendborg Navigationsskole in

Denmark.

Olav Eek Thorstensen said;

"Our ship management company

has been expanding faster than

ever before in recent times and

with Bjorn Hojgaard's

appointment I believe we have

recruited a person with the all-

round managerial ability and

leadership skills to ensure that

Thome continues to be

recognised globally as a leading

ship manager."                         

INDUSTRY - SHIPMANAGEMENT

Shipmanagement Shorts

Bjorn Hojgaard

EMS’ employment snapshot

Region Seafarers Vessels serviced

Onboard  In pool

Baltic 697 1169 70

India 1343 2255 138

Philippines 744 1008 56

Scandinavia 142 222 8

Singapore 275 394 18

Spain 54 78 3

Sri Lanka 67 150 6

UK 11 22 4

Source: EMS

TO



need for gas release during STS

transfers, since crude and volatile

product oils respond relatively

strongly to loading backpressure.

To further limit the pressure

increase, Venturie recommends

that the re-absorption unit be

operated during the latter part of

the loading. This unit will also

keep the vessel gas release free

after the loading, according to Dr

Haagensen.

In the diagram on page 27, the

pressure developed during a

vapour balanced lightering is

shown. The service vessel

pressure ceiling is 750 mm WG,

thus forcing it to release gas

relatively frequently. Note the

rapid pressure increase after each

gas release. This effect is similar

to what can be seen when a bottle

of carbonated water is opened;

the sudden pressure drop

produces an upsurge of gas. With

oil, VOCs are dissolved in

heavier hydrocarbons similar to

CO2 in water. 

Simple operational measures

can reduce the need to release

hydrocarbons and sulphuric gases

H
owever, while

vapour balancing

alone is the primary

and most effective

single measure to reduce

emissions, evaporation occurring

in both vessels still forces

operators to open vents. 

Hydrocarbon and H2S odour

and ground level ozone remain

an issue of concern, especially

near urban areas. Norway's

Venturie AS said that the next

step towards non-emission

transfers may be simple and

relatively inexpensive. In

essence, pressure control and re-

absorption of hydrocarbons. 

Evaporation during loading or

transfer operations, often referred

to as vapour growth, is normally

in the range of 10% - 60% of the

oil volume. This means that from

one cu m of oil transferred, 1.1 to

1.6 cu m of gas leaves by the

vessel's mast riser. These figures

were found during vapour

balancing tests undertaken in

Delaware in 2004, where vapour

balancing then became the basic

mode of operation.

On average throughout the

world, the vapour growth is

40%, according to the Energy

Institute. However, this figure

could be reduced by

straightforward means, and gas

release after loading can be

eliminated altogether. 

Venturie has delivered several

units for loading and in-transit

vapour recovery that can aid

lightering operators by offering

more emission friendly STS

transfers. In the Amsterdam/

Rotterdam/Antwerp (ARA) area,

Mariflex is a major player, and

has now teamed up with Venturie

to market the units.

Dr Sven Haagensen, Venturie's

principal engineer said, "If we

conservatively assume 30%

vapour growth during a typical

40,000 tonne transfer, 36 tonnes

of VOC, that is 380 barrels of

cargo, are lost. Condensed VOC

has a density of 600 kg/m³. In

money terms, this adds up to

$30,000 at $80 per barrel per

transfer. If the transfer starts at

atmospheric conditions, about

10% of the vapour growth can be

accommodated as pressure

increase, but the remainder must

still be vented."

Ship pressure management is

one important facet to reduce the

Vapour control
during STS transfers
Hydrocarbon emissions awareness during ship-to-ship (STS) transfers of volatile oils

is increasing and transfers with vapour balancing is becoming more commonplace. 
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Loss distribution during Delaware vapour balancing tests.
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Ideally, a unit will be installed 

on the discharge ship in 

addition.

Any gas releases into the 

atmosphere should be throttled 

to keep ships' pressures 

constant.

Again, abrupt releases produce

greater hydrocarbon and H2S

losses. Venturie recommends the

employment of a PLC to control

the pressure, so that it can be

kept stable and thus higher. A

first step would be to use a

portable valve unit on the gas

transfer line. 

The service vessel should have

an absorption unit fitted on

board, Dr Haagensen explained.

By fitting this unit, pressure

control software is available for

the valves. The absorption

process is shown schematically

below - a pipe circuit with a

venturi unit, served by a pump.

During and after the oil transfer,

surplus gas is drawn in from the

into the atmosphere, and compact

recovery equipment can bring

losses down further:

Ensure that the gas hose is not 

restricting the gas flow. 

Usually, 16 inches diameter is 

required.

Control the receiving ship's 

pressure and keep it as high as 

can be permitted (80% of 

lowest relief valve setting, 

usually 1120 mm WG) 

throughout the transfer.

Run an absorption unit in the 

latter part of the transfer, when 

liquid levels and the 

hydrocarbon concentration in 

the return gas are right. 

Pressure developed during a vapour balanced lightering.

MariFlex: Sales, rental,
repair, development and 

manufacturing of off-loading 
equipment/systems.    



closed gauging

The HERMetic 
UTImeter Gtex is a 
portable electronic 
level gauge for closed 
gas tight operation.

The unit is used for custody transfer, 
inventory control measurement and 
free water detection on marine vessels. 
Connected to a HERMetic vapour con-
trol valve, the UTImeter Gtex avoids 
any gas release during operation and 
enables 3, optionally 4 measurements 
in one single operation, Ullage, 
Temperature, Oil-water interface level 
and Innage.
We help you to protect the operator 
and the environment.

For more information visit our website
 www.tanksystem.com or call +41 26 919 15 00

© 2008 Honeywell International, Inc. All rights reserved
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common inert gas pipe and

deposited at the bottom of one

cargo tank. The system can be

installed in a normal drydocking

and has a payback time of about

six months due to the increased

cargo deliveries.

For ships not engaged in

shuttle trades, a portable solution

for the transfer and loaded

voyage has been devised. This is

where Mariflex comes in,

supplying hardware, power packs

and the operational expertise. 

Dr Haagensen pointed out that

sulphuric gases in empty tanks

cannot be removed by using any

on board recovery process.

Odour and H2S concentrations

usually beyond 10 ppm force

ships that have discharged sour

crudes to anchor offshore and

purge their tanks before they are

allowed to load. This time-

consuming purging can only be

avoided if the ship loads at a

port, which has a large-scale

vapour recovery unit with gas

separation. In terms of

hydrocarbon emissions, offshore

purging only removes the peak

local load of ground level ozone

and by no means negates the

detrimental effects of ozone on

plant growth and their CO2
uptake capacity. 

Having said that, the good

news is that during loading, the

release of H2S is reduced by

20%-40% through the use of

backpressure.

Although the cost of large

vapour recovery processes and

their infrastructure may seem

prohibitive, Venturie regards them

as a final and necessary step to

minimise hydrocarbon and H2S

emissions in ports and designated

lightering areas. For such

lightering spots, Dr Haagensen

suggested that port authorities

should consider barge mounted

recovery units, similar to those

installed on the decks of North

Sea shuttle tankers. 

Time-pressure diagram for an STS transfer with vapour return.
Vapour growth may induce gas release, but vapour reabsorption
will reduce the flow. Controlled gas release is important to reduce
vapour surges from the oil.

The absorbtion process shown
schematically.

TO



designed to ship LNG for regional

distribution, as well as other gases,

including LPG and petrochemical

gases, such as ethylene. The

pumps will be fitted with normal

explosion-proof motors powered

by frequency converters, enabling

them to develop 210 mlc LNG and

the typical 120 mlc LEG/LPG at a

rated flow of 450 cu m per hour

for both operations.

After the pumps had been

modified to lower the normal

design temperature of -104° C for

LEG down to -163° C for LNG, a

series of cryogenic tests using

liquefied nitrogen as pump medium

were carried out. The test tempera-

ture with nitrogen at approximately

4 bar pressure was -185° C, well

below the required -163° C.

In close co-operation with

Anthony Veder, the final

cryogenic test was carried out in

August 2007 to demonstrate some

of the main objectives. 

Hamworthy has signed an

order for 10 shipsets of

pump room systems worth

a total of around $12 mill

with a new shipyard

Estaleiro Atlantico Sul

located in the northern

part of Brazil.

The pump systems will be fitted

on board 10 Suezmaxes recently

ordered by Transpetro, the

shipping arm of Brazilian

national oil company Petrobras. 

The series of 157,500 dwt

tankers are the largest tranche of

the 26 tanker newbuilding

programme, which includes

various types and sizes, forming

the first phase of Transpetro's fleet

expansion and modernisation

programme. In total, about 42

tankers could be built.

"This is a major breakthrough

for Hamworthy in Brazil," said

Terje Bjørnemo, Hamworthy's

sales director responsible for pump

room systems, "as we have not had

a pump room system order from

Petrobras for 10 years. It is also a

pleasure to announce that we won

the contract for technological

reasons rather than price.

"Each shipset for the

Transpetro series will include:

cargo and ballast pumps in Ni-Al-

bronze from Hamworthy's own

foundry; steam turbines; electric

motors; gas-tight power

transmissions; stripping system;

and stripping pump. The

packages will be delivered from

January 2009 through 2011.

The equipment will be

controlled and monitored by

Hamworthy control systems. "Our

pump room systems for

discharging tanker cargoes are

controlled by a PLC based control

system where all signals are

electric rather than pneumatic, a

technology that we left behind in

the mid-1980s," Bjørnemo said.

After successful tests using

deepwell pumps able to handle

LNG at -163° C, Hamworthy

Svanehøj has made available its

full range of deepwell pumps

covering capacities from 50 cu m

per hour to 700 cu m per hour to

the gas carrier market.

Hamworthy Svanehøj deepwell

pumps are already used for

handling LEG (ethylene) and

LPG cargoes. Following technical

assessment of a version modified

for handling LNG, in 2006 the

company signed its first contract

to fit deepwell pumps for LNG at

-163 ° C. Final cryogenic testing

demonstrated the success of the

modifications, Hamworthy said. 

Hamworthy Svanehøj will

supply the deepwell pumps early

this year for installation in a 7,700

cu m LNG/LEG/LPG carrier

being built by Remontowa for

Rotterdam-based Anthony Veder. 

This unique vessel has been
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Pump orders for tankers and gas carriers

ELECTRIC GOES ARCTIC
DEEPWELL PUMP SYSTEMS

-5 -10 -15 -20 -25 -30 -35 -40 -46 -50

MarFlex is supplying electric-driven Deepwell pumps for Arctic tankers. We are the 
leading designer and supplier of electric-driven Deepwell pump systems for ships 
and offshore platforms. We obtained orders to supply Deepwell pump systems for 
5 x 70,000 DWT Arctic Shuttle Tankers Ice Class 1A Super, 3 x 30,000 DWT Oil & 
Chemical tankers Ice Class 1A Super and 8 x 51,000 DWT Oil & Chemical tankers 
Ice Class A. For more information please visit: www.marfl ex.com.
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period be'. A number of states

thought that 2011 was long enough

and it was also suggested that

vessels built in 2009 and 2010

should be allowed to trade until

their first annual survey when

systems would have to be

retrofitted. However, they

emphasised that in no case go

beyond 31st December 2011. 

It was pointed out that the time

between the construction (keel

laying) date and the delivery date

could mean that many vessels,

particularly those built in 2010,

would not have reached their first

annual survey by the end of 2011.

Industry proposed that the second

annual survey date would be

more practical. 

However, a number of states

were unable to accept this

compromise as it could have

meant that those vessels whose

keel was laid towards the end of

2010 being allowed to trade into

‘T
he 25th session

of the IMO

Assembly had an

extra task on its

plate in attempting 

to find some sort of resolution to

the problem posed by the Ballast

Water Convention, which was

adopted in 2004 and has still

received very few ratifications,’

said the International Parcel

Tankers' Association (IPTA).

IPTA's Winter newsletter then

tried to shed some light on the

current situation by saying that

this convention had a number of

applicable dates, the first of

which is 1st January 2009, which

is when vessels constructed from

that date having a ballast capacity

of less than 5,000 cu m, must be

fitted with a ballast water

treatment system.

The next applicable date is 1st

January 2012 when new vessels

with a ballast capacity of 5,000

cu m or more must be fitted with

a system. 

However, the first date will

probably come and go without the

relevant number of ratifications

registered against it, IPTA said,

thus preventing it from entering

force. The convention can only

enter the statute books 12 months

after 30 states representing 35 % of

the world's tonnage had ratified it. 

By November, only 10 states

had ratified it representing just

3.42% of the world's tonnage,

making the full ratification by the

due date very unlikely. 

It was widely recognised that

one of the principal reasons why

it had not been ratified was the

lack of approved treatment

systems being available. IPTA

explained that many states were

unwilling to ratify a convention

that ships could not comply with. 

The treatment systems have to

undergo a rigorous approval

procedure and by November only

one had got as far as the final

approval stage - Alfa Laval's

PureBallast system -which

received the nod from the IMO

last August (see below).

It was recognised at MEPC 56

last July that it was extremely

unlikely that the necessary

technology would in place to

meet the demand created by all

the vessels needing to meet the

first cut off date. The committee

did discuss having a one or two

year's grace period, but that

notion was dismissed.     

It was left to the secretary

general himself to propose a

resolution at the November

assembly whereby the first

tranche of new orders could be

treated as existing vessels, thus

allowing them to perform ballast

water exchange until 2014. 

A discussion ensued regarding

'how long should the postponement

Ballast Water confusion
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survey or end 2011, whichever is

the sooner."  IMO also agreed to the

ICS request that the MEPC should

revisit the question of ships

constructed in 2010.

Manufacturers’ gearing up

Alfa-Laval's PureBallast system

received an Active Substance Final

Approval from IMO in July last year

based on the assessment of IMO's

expert group. This approval certifies

that PureBallast is safe for the

environment, the ship and the crew. 

In addition, last year

PureBallast successfully

completed comprehensive land-

based performance tests.

Conducted by the Norwegian

Institute for Water Research

(NIVA), these tests were

supervised and verified by DNV. 

PureBallast is currently

undergoing an on board test

programme that comprises the final

phase of the Ballast Water Type

Approval process. Alfa-Laval said

that this test will be finalised in April

and that it hopes to have full IMO

approval in June of this year. 

As for rival OceanSaver, the

company said that it expects around

three or four concerns will have the

type approval before the end of 2009,

among which will be OceanSaver. 

However, it was thought that the

delay would not give companies

more time to manufacture

equipment for the suppliers, or

extra time for the owners. 

If all the ships are to be fitted

in time, the first part of the rules

will only influence around 400 to

500 newbuildings whose keels

are laid from 2009. Time might

seem short, but with the extension

in time granted with no fines, it

2013 without having a system

fitted in some cases. 

Eventually a compromise was

reached whereby vessels built in

2009 will be allowed to trade

until their second annual survey

before needing to have a system

fitted, providing this occurs by

31st December 2011. How to deal

with vessels built in 2010 will be

discussed at MEPC's 58th session

this October. 

Once the convention enters

force, vessels granted this period

of grace will have to perform

ballast water exchange functions.

IPTA said 'what remained to be

seen was whether this compromise

will encourage enough states to

ratify this convention in time for it

to enter force before 2012, or

whether the whole exercise has

been largely academic'. 

Meanwhile, the International

Chamber of Shipping (ICS) said

that it welcomed the agreement

concluded at the IMO Assembly

concerning a delay in the

enforcement dates for new ships'

ballast water treatment equipment. 

This was necessary as the 2004

Ballast Water Management Conven-

tion had not yet entered into force,

and there was also a lack of type-

approved equipment, the ICS said.

ICS marine manager, David

Tongue, who led ICS in the

complex negotiations at IMO,

remarked: "We are very pleased that

the compromise proposal put

forward by ICS, with helpful

support from Intertanko and

OCIMF, has been agreed by

governments and that new ships

constructed from 2009 will not be

required to have the new equipment

fitted until their second annual

Alfa Laval’s PureBallast system looks like leading the way to full
type approval.

Voyage Planning Regulatory Advisory Reports and Logs

We are Pleased to Introduce the 
Glosten Ballast Management System
Target Release Date: September 2008
• Software solution for environmental compliance 
   with ballast management regulations. Designed for 
   fleet consistency and time savings for crew.

• Easy entry of planned ballast uptake, exchange, 
   treatment and discharge evolutions by port or tank.

• Immediate compliance feedback based on geographic- 
   based regulatory database.

• Searchable advisory library of world-wide ballast 
   management regulations.

• Automated generation of mandatory reports and logs 
   (e.g. IMO, USCG, Saint Lawrence Seaway, Australia,  
   California).

• Under Development – Target Release September 2008.

• Contact gbms@glosten.com for more information.
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the ballast water and the second is

the elimination of nearly all the

organisms that remain. 

For vessels sailing in a

sediment heavy environment, this

solution helps to avoid the build-

up of tonnes of sediment in the

ballast tanks giving a real pay-

back time as vessels will be able

to carry more cargo and/or have

substantial fuel reduction. 

The first stage of the system

reduces the oxygen level by about

30% and without sediment there's

less wear and tear in ballast

pipelines and ballast tanks. 

Sedimentor is the first stage of

the Sedinox® treatment system,

but can be installed separately

from the second stage and is

easily upgradeable to a complete

Ballast Water Management

System when IMO guidelines

become mandatory. 

Greenship has already put

together a team of highly qualified

companies in the North of the

Netherlands for large scale produc-

tion, van der Geest claimed.

should be possible, sources said. 

However, owners were being

advised by the manufacturers to

move fast, as a retrofit will be

much more costly than an original

installation, which will be part of

the newbuilding process.

Greenship's Johann van der

Geest said; "Owners who are

sailing green want a system as

soon as possible. Some (have)

reserved space and wait". 

He explained that the company's

first step into ballast water

management system was the

sediment separator Sedimentor.

Van der Geest explained that some

owners with vessels having

sediment problems started with the

first step and installed the second -

Termanox- later on. 

As for approvals, thus far for

biological performance (G8), the

land based tests are finalised and

were approved by Lloyd's

Register in October 2007.

Shipboard tests have also been

finalised and the LR certificate

was scheduled to be delivered by

the end of February.

For the Active Substance

Approval, both the basic and final

approvals are scheduled for

November this year, while the

Type Approval is due after IMO's

Final Approval in December. 

The system is commercially

available and orders have been

won for the sediment removal

systems, but not for the Ballast

Water Management systems,

although Greenship expected the

first orders soon.

Van der Geest explained that

Greenship's Ballast Water

Management System combines two

technologies in a joint operation

well within the specifications as

laid down by the IMO. 

The first stage is the 'Sedimentor',

which takes care of the sediment in

OceanSaver’s type approval process.

TO

OceanSaver’s approval timetable.



Politicians are always ready to

invent taxation sources for

supplementing budgets, and it

would be easier to tax shipping

rather than shoreside industry

and vehicles, in order to create

state revenues in times of

economic deficits, which are

quite usual nowadays. 

Moreover, who can guarantee

that all distillate fuels supplied

around the world would be of the

same low sulphur and abrasive

element content, in accordance

with the description in their

bunker delivery notes (BDN)?

Distillate fuel mixtures inside

ships' tanks from various

bunkering sources would create

doubts in the minds of shipboard

engineers as to the correct

lubrication, that is the proper

feeding rate of the correct basic

number (BN) lubricant. Also

incidental disputes will frequently

arise with port authorities

T
he ongoing burdening

of the environment by

enormous volumes of

carbon dioxide (CO2)

from fuel distillation by refineries

- added to those from mainland

and air sources, with lifetimes

lasting many thousands of years

throughout all time periods -

would result in complete

destruction of life.

The unrealistic and highly risky

ideas about storing CO2 under

the seabed or in underground

cisterns, and the impractical

endeavours regarding CO2 trade,

sound like science fiction. 

They are merely another

excuse for creating VAT-subjected

products at the expense of the

safety and cost of life, whereas

the abatement technology of

EcoSilencer® satisfies MARPOL

Annex VI requirements for the

entire life of ships simply, safely,

economically, and indefinitely. 

Would it be logical to force

shipping to leap from the current

cost of residual fuels to a

doubling or even higher cost of

distillate fuels, in periods of

unreliable assurances about

increases, or warnings about

interruption of production and

supply, refining bottlenecks,

negotiations involving OPEC-

Ecuador, China, etc, and heavy

investment speculations in fuels? 

In view of forthcoming periods

of low freights - due to

overcapacity of tonnage in the

coming years - ships can perfectly

well comply environmentally and

economically with MARPOL

Annex VI  by eliminating SOx -

and other toxic elements - from

their exhausts gases with the

proven abatement (scrubber)

technology. 

Would traditional shipowners

eventually agree to operate clean

ships at the expense of

consumers and environment

pollution with enormous carbon

dioxide (CO2) accumulations,

which would be unavoidable in

the event that distillate fuels

became generally used?       

Would cargo owners

timecharter ships consuming

double or even more expensive

fuels, when ships can comply

with MARPOL Annex VI by

installing a scrubber on their

exhausts and burning normal cost

residual fuels?

Does it make sense to mislead

prudent shipowners towards the

generalised use of distillate fuels by

contriving unsustainable arguments

against scrubbing technology,

which has been operating problem-

free in the inert gas systems on

thousands of tankers worldwide

since the 1970s? 

Exaggerated arguments about a

minor quantity of residue from

scrubbers are absolutely

groundless, as this is negligible

and can easily be disposed of

together with the usual ships'

operational residues at shore

receiving stations. 

As for the regurgitated

seawater from the scrubbers, this

will be cleaned according to IMO

requirements. Our article,

published in the October 2006

edition of Shipping magazine,

makes general reference to the

wash water criteria, sampling and

evaluation, which would be very

useful for seafarers and

authorities to be aware of. 

According to our estimations,

the hypothetical generalised use

of distillate fuels would require a

worldwide yearly availability of

some 360 mill tonnes by the year

2018, the distillation of which

would suffocate Earth's

'greenhouse' with approximately

180 mill tonnes of CO2,

corresponding to about 0.5 tonnes

of CO2 for each tonne of

distillate fuel.

Should the use of distillates

become generalised, shipping

could easily be considered

responsible and consequently be

subjected to an environmental

CO2 taxation.

Fuels versus clean air and life 
(Part A - Compliance with MARPOL Annex VI)

If all ships used distillate fuels? Compliance with MARPOL*
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Need anchors and chains?
www.wortelboer.nl

EcoSilencer Exhaust Plume



checking fuel samples from ships

tanks to verify BDNs.

Purchases of distillate fuels, in

particular, should be made with

great caution and simultaneous

analysis, according to the

internationally approved standard

of ISO 8217/2005. The analysis

must include indications of

quality, sulphur content and,

especially, of abrasive elements

which cause engine wear. 

These abrasive elements must

be meticulously monitored, as

they become more destructive in

2-stroke engines when using low

sulphur fuels and high basic

number (BN) lubricants at a

reduced feeding rate, even if this

occurs for short periods.

The majority of sensible

shipping companies, refineries

and bunker supply companies

have rejected the proposed

general use of distillate fuels. And

this is not only due to the huge

increase in CO2 emissions

accumulation from the refining

processes for producing the

quantities of distillate fuels

required, which is the main cause

of the catastrophic 'greenhouse

effect' referred to so often by the

news media. They also reject it

because of the very high cost and

extremely long time needed for

achieving the production of

almost 360 mill tonnes of

distillate fuels that would be

required worldwide by 2018. 

This could not be achievable

before at least 40 years of

intensive work to install and test

very expensive (estimated at over

$200 bill) new refinery and

storage equipment for this

purpose.

WHY NOT SCRUBBERS?

EcoSilencer®, with its

continuous monitoring, can

ensure that ships' emissions are

95-98% clean of sulphur, 50% of

PM by mass (90% visible), and 3-

5% of NOx throughout the

vessels' life. 

Depending on the size of the

vessel, the cost of an

EcoSilencer® is around 10% of

the engine's cost, without need for

any maintenance thereafter, apart

from the seawater supply pump.

Their one-off installation cost

is minimal in comparison with a

lifelong double or higher cost of

distillate fuels, the extra costs

for diesel engines repairs and

delays in port. This would

happen as a result of poor

lubrication, due to the absence

of sufficient sulphur in the

distillate fuels. And then there is

the environmental CO2 tax.

As most experienced engineers

know, diesel engines need sulphur

for their proper lubrication. With

various chemical combinations,

sulphur in the fuels has an

important lubrication effect on

diesels. This has been analysed in

our two previous articles,

available also in Greek:

"Beneficial environmental and

lubricating protection of marine

diesels by Scrubbers"

(TANKEROperator,

August/September, page 48) and

"Scrubber technology beneficient

for environment and lubrication

of diesels'' (TANKEROperator,

October, page 43). 

*This the fifth in the series

written by George S. Kaminis
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George S Kaminis.

Footnote -This article is

dedicated to the sea - our

livelihood - and the

environment in which we live,

with the aim of helping to

effect the right changes

without losing precious time

and without sacrificing

efficiency and economy in the

sea transportation of goods. 

TO



Delaware Supreme Court

precedent in Coastal Barge

versus Coastal Zone Industrial

Control Board, which covered

coal transfers. 

Bradley then asserted that the

Coastal Zone Act specifically

precluded bulk transfer facilities

not in operation as of 28th June

1971 in Delaware's coastal zone. 

OSG, through Maritrans and its

predecessor, were deemed to be

in operation as of that date, thus

their lightering is 'grandfathered'

and constituted an allowable 'non-

conforming use' - but new

operations by Van Line did not,

the Judge ruled.

All of the three major

players in ship-to-ship

transfers (STS) in US

waters have expanded

their fleets recently.

AET, formerly American Eagle

Tankers, Overseas Shipholding

Group (OSG) and Skaugen

PetroTrans (SPT) are active in the

US Gulf/Gulf of Mexico region,

which is set to grow considerably

in the future. 

For example, AET recently

extended the charters of the

ITM-managed Aframaxes

Lochness and Glenross for three

years at $26,000 per day each

for lightering operations in the

US Gulf/Gulf of Mexico area.

Last year, rival SPT took

delivery of the first of a series of

six, purpose designed and built

Aframaxes, bareboat chartered for

its lightering operation. 

The Bareboat charter is for a

fixed period of 10 years, with a

further five-year option period.

The SPT Champion was built by

Tsuneishi and is owned by

Bergshav Tankers of Norway and

is managed by Bergshav

Management.

SPT, claims to be the largest

lightering company in the world,

providing STS transfer of crude

oil, primarily off the US coast.

The company handles around 1

mill barrels of oil per day,

equating to roughly 10% of US

seaboard oil imports. 

The lightering concern is a

joint venture between IM

Skaugen and Teekay Shipping

Corp.

Another player in the US

lightering market is Overseas

Shipholding Group (OSG).

OSG has been managing STS

called OSG Lightering since

purchasing Heidmar's lightering

business last April from Morgan

Stanley Capital Group for 

$41 mill. 

The deal involved the Houston

base and four chartered overseas

flag Aframaxes, including a 50%

residual interest in two of the

Aframaxes. Two US flag

workboats also came with the

purchase.

Since then, on 18th December,

2007 and 25th January 2008, the

foreign flag Overseas Beryl and

the Overseas Eliane, joined the

crude oil lightering fleet as

dedicated lightering vessels.

Early this year, OSG's foreign

flag lightering fleet totalled five

vessels and three workboats.

Last November, in a dispute

over rights to lighten in the

Delaware Bay area, a local judge

ruled that Van Line could not

start in domestic waters to

compete with for OSG's

'grandfathered' oil lightering

operations.

Previously, Delaware's Coastal

Zone Industrial Control Board

ruled that Van Line Bunkering

could proceed with plans for STS

lightering in Delaware Bay's Big

Stone Anchorage using two

145,000 barrel newbuildings. 

Superior Court Judge E Scott

Bradley ruled that STS

lightering is a 'bulk product

transfer facility', citing the
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discarded, according to the valid

international standards. 

Arapis also said that ropes

must be operated at maximum

20% of their minimum 

breaking load. Shock loading;

low temperatures, or a

combination of both; sharp

edges; improper storage; creep;

twisting; lack of inspection; and

the lack of training of personnel

involved may cause failure in

the rope and subsequent loss of

life, limbs, cause material

damages, pollution plus other

incidents that could be

prevented.

Katradis has launched

Spectra rope, which is

an ultra high weight

molecular polyethylene

rope.

The rope was launched in co-

operation with Honeywell,

which produces the yarn

SPECTRA® an Ultra High

Molecular Weight Polyethylene -

UHMWPE.

This particular yarn is claimed

to be 40% stronger than the

aramid yarn and three times

stronger than polyester. 

It also has a degree of security

and protection according to the

OCIMF specifications, a much

lower cost of maintenance in

comparison with that of wire

ropes and is claimed to be easier

to handle by only one person, as

well as having a much faster

mooring capability. 

Katradis' Nicholas Arapis told

TANKEROperator that the

company regularly supplies

tanker owners and managers with

Katradis mixed/UHMWPE ropes

made according to OCIMF

regulations and

recommendations.

Arapis said that the ropes are

ideal for VLCCs and gas tankers.

Katradis has been producing

various types of rope for almost

20 years, while the UHMWPE

type of rope was first produced

by the company around 15 

years ago.

Costs can be cut when taking

delivery of new rope, such as

Spectre, as safety can be

restored on board and also if the

new rope consists of quality raw

materials and is competitively

priced.

In general shipboard rope is not

serviceable, apart from an end to

end re-splicing, or standard re-

splicing. Old rope must be

US Gulf lightering increases

New rope for old

US Gulf lightering areas. Photo credit – AET.

TO

TO



Zero pollution

Reputation

Political scrutiny
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Client relationships

Common rules

Environmental 
matters

Arctic operations

Self assessment

Fleet renewal

Technical competence

Vessel integrity

L IFE  MATTERS

Life is sustained by our environment. Ship owners and operators looking to 
meet stringent environmental standards and to improve asset integrity can benefit
from our services. When reputations are increasingly linked to environmental 
performance, you can rely on us to help you manage your environmental matters.

www.lr.org

Services are provided by members of the Lloyd’s Register Group. Lloyd’s Register is an exempt charity under the UK Charities Act 1993.



Fleet operators as well as ship owners want efficient vessels with high availability and reliability. This means 
installed equipment must be easy to maintain, have low through-life costs and perform around the clock in the
most demanding conditions and meet Classification Society rules. ZF Marine provides complete systems 
comprising gearboxes, shafts, bearings, propellers and control systems to satisfy these requirements and has a
worldwide after-sales and service network on call at all times. We help you run a profitable business!

Please see our comprehensive product portfolio, dealer’s addresses and much more, at www.zf-marine.com

Driveline and Chassis Technology

ZF Technology - 
the Intelligent Choice.
Because You can Rely on 
Quality Gearboxes, Propellers 
and Controls.

www.zf.com


